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After the Racers lost 52-14 to the
University of Connecticut Saturday, the team has this weekend
off before it faces Indiana State
Sept. IS.
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University
changes
party rules
Adam L Mathis
Assistant News Editor
amathis@thenews.org

The Murray State party scene has
been relatively quiet for the beginning of the academic year.
The scarcity, said Eric Geissler,
president of the Interfraternity
Council, is the result of the fraternities integrating new rules into their
system.
.
"This has been my first semester in
four years where there have been no
fraternity parties in the first few
weeks of school," Geissler, senior
from Germantown, said. "I have spoken to several members of each fraternity, and I have not heard one positive comment about the policies.''
The policy restricts the number of
people that can be put on a party's
guest list to the number allowed by
the fire occupancy rating for the
party location.
Mike Young, assistant vice president of Student Affairs, said the University's policy is nothing more than
enforcing the national standards of
the fraternities.
He also said the fraternity leaders
proposed to change the ruling to
allow a fireman to monitor the capacity of a room, rather than restrict the
guest list. But, for the moment, the
rule stands.
"At this point, it is as it is," Young
said.
Geissler said the rules could pose a
threat to the social life of students.
"This is college: most students do
not know what they are going to do
until about 11 that night," Geissler
said. "Therefore, only about half of
the people on any given guest list
will even show up for the party,"
Geissler said. "Moreover, only about
half of the people that do show up
will be in the party room itself."
In addition to the party-size limitations, University officials now
require an additional inspection by
the frre marshal of fraternity housing
in the spring semester. If they are
found in violation of the fire code,
. said Young, the fraternity will be
Clenied housing exemptions for the
following semester.
"We (University officials) just
wanted to be proactive," Young said.
"You want your students to be as safe
as possible.''
Jim Baurer, adviser for IFC, said
the inspiration for this measure came
after the Alpha Tau Omega house
frre at the University of Mississippi
in which three students were killed.

David McConnell/guest

Murray State students participate mthe candlell&ht vijtll...t Clark College's'Sept. n, 2001 commemorative ceremoay Wednesday
night at the residence hall. The event was the first In the college's 'Stand up, Step out; Be heard' program.

Ceremony marks 3-year anniversary
MeUssa Kilcoyne
News Editor
mkilcoyne@thenews.org

•

While the "Star Spangled Banner" played in the background,
silent observers turned to see
ROTC members raise the American flag in front of Clark College Wednesday night.
Students and community
members gathered on the college's grassy knoll to honor the
victims and heroes of Sept. 11,
2001.

"We wanted to give thanks to
those men and women who, in
one way or another, put their
lives in danger for us," said
Steve Horwood, Clark College
head. "I think it's a wonderful
thing because so often we
record things students don't do,
and this shows students do care
about where the country's
going."
The event was the first in a
year-long program, ..Stand up,
Step out; Be heard", sponsored
by Clark's resident advisers.

9/11: Chronology of terror
8:45 a.m. (all times are EDT): American Airlines Flight 11 crashes

into the north tower of the World Trade Center.
9:03 a.m.: United Airlines Flight 175 crashes into the south tower
of the World Trade Center.
9:43 a.m.: American Airlines Flight 77 crashes into the Pentagon.
10:05 a.m.: The south tower of the World Trade Center collapses.
10:10 a.m.: A portion of the Pentagon collapses.
10:10 a.m.: United Airlines Flight 93 crashes in Somerset County,
Pennsylvania.
10:28 a.m.: The north tower of the World Trade Center collapses.
Source: CNN.com

"The idea of the program is to
draw attention to the fact that
we are served every day," Horwood said. "This activity was
designed to represent something
that (the students) wanted to do
for the rest of the year. We're
hoping enthusiasm will grow
and it will catch on."
After Horwood introduced the
RAs to the crowd, a commemorative video, which replayed the
events of Sept. 11, lit the projection screen.
The advisers read frrst-person
accounts of those directly affected by the terrorist attacks.
Horwood said be was
impressed by the students who
came to remember those who
died sacrificing themselves for
others' freedom.
"It's refreshing to see that
young people have enough
courage to actually do something about what they believe
in," Horwood said. "They do
care and support our country."
To represent those who died
in the terrorist attacks, RAs

passed around candles for participants to hold during the candlelight vigil. Despite the noise
from students not involved in
the ceremony, silence reverberated through the crowd when
the RAs blew out the flames.
Kara Clark, freshman from
Owensboro, said she attended
the event to remember a friend
who died Sept. 11, 2001.
"I remember when I was a
sophomore (in high school) and
it happened," she said. "It
touched me. and I just wanted to
come and remember."
Clark College sponsored a
cookout before the ceremony
for military officials, police officers and firefighters to thank
them for their public service.
Capt. David Hudspeth of the
Murray Fire Department said he
appreciated the effort students
put forth to remember such an
important day.
Hudspeth said many classify

seeCLARK/3

Students, ministers relive Gibson's 'Passion' with film's video release
Kimberly Saxon, junior
from
Mayfield, works as a
Staff Writer
cacree@thenews.org
sales associate for W a)Mart in Murray. She said
Mel Gibson's contro- sales of "The Passion of
versial movie "The Pas- the Christ" have not been
sion of the Christ" sold very high at Wal-Mart.
4.1 million copies in one
"Honestly, we haven't
day after its video release sold that many," Saxon
Aug. 31, according to a said. "We actually had a
CNN.com article.
lot of people returning
According to the arti- the movie because they
cle, the sales are not as thought it would be
high as other movies, ~ut/.neleased in English."
•
Fox Home Entertaip'
Thomas Savage, a
ment, the movie's distrib- Blockbuster employee,
utor, is describing the said Blockbuster of Murfilm as the best-selling R- ray has between 30 and
rated video/DVD and the 40 copies of the movie
best-selling non-English for rental. He said the
store has rented out the
language video/DVD.
"The Passion" earned movie 92 times and has
approximately $370 mil- sold 38 copies.
One owner of the
lion at the box office.

Charissa Acree

..

movie, Barry Morris,
junior from Middleton,
Tenn., said he bought the
movie to support it financially.
"...Its not just a story,
there's truth behind it,"
Morris said.
However, students like
Karen Carr, sophomore
from Prospect, said they
did not see the need to
purchase the film.
"It probably had an
affect on my life but not
enough that I would want
to go out and buy it,"
Carr said. "It was a powerful movie, but the first
time I saw it in theaters is
the only time I'll ever
need to see it."
Campus ministers plan
to use the film for per-

sonal use and as part of to see different responstheir ministry.
es, both positive and negBrian Baldwin, campus ative."
minister for Murray
Baldwin said he saw an
Christian
Fellowship, increase in student intersaid the film is not est after the movie was
designed for relaxation. It released in theaters and
is meant to be a gripping thinks interest will come
back as more VHS and
story.
"It's not a movie that DVD copies of the movie
you watch to relax," Bald- are purchased.
win said. "It will have a
Mark Randall, campus
different impact than minister
for
Christ
other movies that are Ambassadors, said he
released this fall."
will definitely use the
"It's a very powerful movie as a tool for minstory that reminds people istry.
''You can experience
of the power of the
gospel." he continued. the story of Christ
"When people are able to (through the movie) and
sec a story like this in not just tnink about it,"
multi-media, they are Randall said. "The movie
going to respond more really emphasizes what
powerfully. You're going Christ went through."

Mel Gibson's 'Passion' is available
for purchase at local retall stores.
The film was released on video
and DVD Aug. 3L
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•Police Beat
Thursday,Sept.2
2:08 p.m. An individual was
reported trapped in an elevator
in Elizabeth College. Facilities
Management was notified.
8:29 p.m. An officer reported
the windshield wipers of
approximately 20 vehicles
between Hart and Richmond
colleges standing upright. The
vehicles were not damaged and
a report was taken.
9:33 p.m. A caller from Hester
College reported a bat flying in
the lobby. Facilities Management was notified.

Michael Mclauriner/The News

Michael Odom (left) and Amanda McDaniel, freshmen from Paris,
Tenn., niimic each other in their acting for non-majon class.
the lobby of Sparks Hall.
All packets must be completed and
returned no later than Oct. 29. Packets will be available for pick-up two
week,s after being returned.

History department
hosts scholarship dinner
Murray State's history department is
hosting the third annual Hammack
Scholarship Dinner at 7 p.m. Sept. 18 in
the Curris Center Ballroom.
Proceeds from the event will benefit
the Hammack Scholarship, a scholarship that supports history graduate students.
Tickets are $35, and reservations can
be made by phoning Kay Hays at 7622234.

Group holds meeting
for potential members
Omicron Delta Kappa is holding an
informational meeting at 6 p.m. Monday in the Mississippi Room of the
Curris Center.
The group is looking for juniors
and seniors ln the top 35 percent of
their respective school or college.
Applications are available at the
Student Government Association
Web site, the Student Affairs Office,
the residential colleges and online at
http://campus.murraystate.edu/org/
odk.
For more information, e-mail
odk@murraystate.edu.

Directing class begins
one-act play auditions
Murray State's Directing II class will
hold auditions for a one-act show festival between 6:30 and 8:30 p.m. Monday
in Elizabeth College and 8 and 10 p.m.
Tuesday in the Robert E. Johnson Theatre, Room 111.
For more information, phone Ja9-ii
Mohmc at 761-2426.

May graduation packets
ready for pick up

Campus Briefly is compiled by Adam
L Mathis. assist~ .pews editor. Jf
you wouli:l like to submit information
for Campus Briefly, p'hone 762-4480.

Undergraduate students planning
to graduate in May 2005 can now
rfick up their gr.a duation packets in
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parked at Roy Stewart Stadium. An officer reported no
criminal mischief, and a report
was taken.

Sunday, Sept. S

farm reported a loose hone. A
farm official was notified, and
the horse was secured.
8:S4 p.m. A caller from Hart
College reported the smell of
marijuana on the second floor.
Officers were unable to locate
the source of the smell.

12:16 a.m. A caller from Elizabeth College reported a car
excessively honking its horn.
The subject was gone upon Wednesday, Sept. 8
officer's arrival.
6:55 a.m. A caller from Hart
l:SS a.m. A caller from Hester College reported his roomCollege reported an individual mate's DVD was missing. A
behaving strangely in the resi- report was taken and the incidential colleges' parking lot. dent is under investigation.
An officer advised the subject 10:05 a .m. A student was
left his bicycle in the street, but reported passed out on the secit would be transported to Pub- ond floor of the Curris Center.
Friday, Sept. 3
lic
Safety.
Emergency Medical Services
6:44 p.m. A caller from the
were
notified, and the subject
1:11
r.m.
Officers
assisted
the
Quad reported two subjects on
refused
transport.
Murray
Police
with
a
fight
at
bikes. An officer told the sub4:31
p.m.
A caller reported her
the
city's
swimming
pool.
jects to ride slowly and watch
8:30
p.m.
A
caller
reported
car
was
missing
from the Unifor pedestrians.
male
subjects
not
allowing
versity
lot.
The
car
was being
6:48 a.m. A caller reported
enter
Hart
Colindividuals
to
driven
by
her
ex-husband.
An
indecent exposure by a male at
lege.
The
incident
is
under
officer
spoke
with
the
driver
the 15th and Olive parking lot.
and found the car in another
Officers checked the area, but investigation.
9:26
p.m.
Subjects
involved
in
parking lot.
subject was gone on arrival.
restricting
access
to
Hart
Col'9:06p.m.
A male subject was
Murray Police Department was
lege
claim
a
suspect
had
stolen
reported
asleep
on top of his
advised of the situation.
money.
A
report
was
taken
and
car
by
Winslow
Cafeteria.
Sub8:03 p.m. A caller from Carr
the
incident
is
under
investigaject
was
waiting
for
his
sister
Health reported children
to leave work.
climbing the trees near the tion.
9:20
p.m. Robert Colson, a 34Oakley Applied Science Buildyear-old
from Murray, the
ing. An officer told the subjects Monday, Sept. 6
male
subject
in the previous
to stop climbing in the trees.
10:06 a.m. A student's parent
entry,
was
arrested
on active
ll:S4 p.m. A caller from the reported not speaking with the
warrants.
Regional Special Events Center student for several days and
reported a lizard in the build- requested an officer locate the 11:02 p.m. Racer Patrol reporting. Officers captured the rep- individual. The student was ed a fight in Carr Health and
requested an officer. A report
tile and released it outside.
located off campus.
10:38 p.m. Racer Patrol was taken by the officer and
requested an officer check on the incident is under investigaSaturday,Sept. 4
tion.
12:58 a.m. A caller reported a an individual in a vehicle by
possible fight in progress at Franklin College. The officer Motorist assists - 6
Murray Place. The Murray told the subject to leave cam- Racer escorts - 9
Police
Department
was pus.
Arrests -1
advised.
3:55 a.m. A caller reported Tuesday, Sept. 7
subjects knocking on doors and 12:06 a.m. A caller from Hesentering rooms in Hester Col- ter College reported possible Police Beat is compiled by
lege. An officer investigated marijuana in a room and Adam L. Mathis, assistant news
the situation, and everything requested an officer investi- editor, with materials provided
appeared normal.
gate ·the situation. Officers by Public Safety. All dis.8:08 p.m. A caller reported were unable to reach .the .sub- ~ ~up not Jistt:el. FCK
a comphJte listing, visit
someone bad tam~red with jects.
the door of his car. The car was 5:36a.m. An officer at the west www.thenews.org.
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Clark College advisers honor heroes
Bethany Ziegemeier, president of Clark's Residential
firefighters and others as College Council, said the RAs
heroes, but he does not view worked hard to make the event
himself as one. He said every- a success, and it was.
one has a job to do - this is his.
"... I feel really strongly
"You often forget what hap- about all the hard work the
pened that day until you see military is doing to defend us,
something like (the ceremo- and I wanted to come and supny), and then it all comes back port them,'' said Ziegemeier,
to you," he said. "But they're senior from Morganfield.
all just ordinary people in
After being raised in a miliunordinary situations. They tary family, Ziegemeier said
have one task: to save lives and she was glad to see students
not think about their own taking time out of their schedlives."
ule to take part in remember·
Murray Police Chief Ricky ing those who protect AmeriStewart said the program was ca.
a good idea and benefited the
RA Scott Morgan, senior
people involved.
from Louisville, said he was
"It's a good remembrance of satisfied with the community
what went on," he said. "It is participation, and more stu·
the single, most life-changing dents came than he had
event of this whole genera- expected.
tion."
"Du ring RA training we

From Pagel

David McConneiVgucst

ROTC members Cadet Donald Boatwright, senior from Po~agevUle,
Mo., and Cadet Andreas S~abaan, junior from Clarksville, Tenn., raise
the American flag at Clark College's 9/11 ceremony.

decided we wanted to do
something to bring ' together
the community,'' he said. "The
theme is not only for Sept. 11,
but it's throughout the year."
Chris Hodes. a Clark RA and
junior from Henderson, said
the advisers developed the
program idea while in RA
training this summer.
He said the program's goal is
to foster American pride.
"We wanted to get people in
the mind-set of being good citizens," he said.
The program continues with
the .RAs' plan to encourage
students to vote in the November election.

For more information on Sept.
11, visit thenews.org, where links
to a full timeline of the day's
events will be available on the
Website.

USA Today's pilot program tests students news interest ·
Lydia Barrow
Staff Writer
lbarrow@thenews.org
As part of an effort to
increase its number of
college readers. USA
Today is available free to
Murray State students for
four weeks, beginning last
Thursday.
Student Government
Association President Jes·
sica Reed said the trial
run will decide if this will
become a permanent partnership.
"SGA teamed up with
USA Today to provide
these newspapers free of
charge," Reed said. "Based
on the results of a survey
to be conducted after the
trial period, we will

what's happening beyond
Murray State."
Stanley Garbutt, senior
from Belize. said the
paper should continue to
be offered for free.
"Students hardly ever
read the newspapers,"
Garbutt said. "Perhaps if
it's free it will encourage a
greater student interest in
what's happening not only
at Murray State, but in the
world."
This sentiment was
shared by Ashley HagaD',
sophomore from Owensboro. She said it's great to
foster n new college reading culture.
"This offer allows students to keep up with current affairs without going
through the hassle of pur-

decide whether or not to
continue with this free
offer."
USA Today representatives hope to implement a
readership program on
the University campus.
According to the contracts drafted, they seck
to develop this readership
program among Murray
State students.
Jeanie Morgan, coordinator of Student Activities, said USA Today provides a world of information to students.
"Hopefully this offer
will bring a greater
knowledge of what's
going on in the world of
Murray State students,"
Morgan said. "It's important that students know

chasing of paper," Hagan
said. "I think they should
definitely keep offering
the free paper after the
trial."
MaryBeth
Winkeler,
USA Today accounts
manager, said she believes
the program is a great way
to add a broader outlook
on the news.
"We feel that the collegiate readership program
is a great supplement for
the education goals of
Murray State," Winkeler
said. "The program allows
students to have a broader
scope of news perspectives."
The
trial
period
includes a survey conducted by USA Today.
Winkeler said the survey

consists of 12 questions
and will provide feedback
on student readership
habits.
Proposed questions for
the survey range from
whether students think
newspapers are an important part of their education to what are students'
main sources of news.
The survey will then be
taken to an independent
company to be tabulated
and the results will be
presented to Murray
State.
Winkeler also said USA
Today has been working
closely with the University to customize a program
for students that meets
the needs and budget of
Murray State

Michelle Thurman, junior from
Owensboro, reads a USA Today
article Wednesday. They are
avallable free to students, with a
valid Racer card.

by world open masters champion Tom "Dr. Cue" Rossman
America's favorite table trotter!

NPR's Momona: &htum

Morning Cla.uia

Meridian

Musk From lhc
Front Porch

Place: Curris Center

A Prairlc Home
Compotnion

Date: Sept. I6
Time: Noon

Have your loved
ones booked their
rooms yet?
If local hotels are booked up,
take the short drive South to
Paris, Tennessee and
A short 22 miles from Murray!

STAY WITH US!

1:? On the house hot breakfast
i::? Hi-speed and wireless internet

You'll be glad you did!!!

**

Pool and fitness room

*

Plus, you'll earn Hilton
Honors Points and airline
miles with every stay!

Tom "Dr. Cue" Rossman will be performing trick and
fancy shots, one arm shooting, audience challenges.
Offering technical advice and instruction for those
who want to improve their game.

Meeting rooms

Spectators welcome!

Hampton Inn
1510 E. Wood St.
Paris, TN.
From Murray, take Hwy 641 South to
Paris ...from the Court S~uare, take a left
onto Wood St. After the 7th light, Hampton
Inn is located on the left next to Huddle
House.

"Dr. Cue" Promotions
731-642-2838
1-800-HAMPTON
www.hamptoninn.com

I

12432 State Highway 243 Cloverdale, IN. 46 120
Phone: 765-795-4968
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OPINION

OpJnion Editor: Elit.aheth Cawein
Phone: 762~t4c'i~

Upgrades improve campus life
cor~EE

S\-\OP

What amenities are
missing from
Murray State's campus?
"A statue
of
Michael Jordan ."

Delaka Blanks
fr9Shmsn. Madlsonv11111

'"Bigger
cups in
Winslow."

TO CAMPUS IN
THE COMING

"A Dippin· Dots
in the

Curris Center."

BEITER PLACES
TO WORK OUT,
SOCIALIZE AND

STUDY.
XylabPoweU
freshman. Hcpkins'lille

THE UPGRADES
CAMPUS L1FE.
1liE
UNIVERSITY

..More

AND THE

ping pong tables
and
pool tables

OFFICE OF

in the
Curris Center."

SHOULD BE

Devin Whitehead

STUDENT
AFFAIRS
COMMENDED.

The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board
of "The Murray State News".
The editorial board is comprised
of all section editors.
If you've been on campus at
all recently, you have probably
noticed the construction adjacent to the Regional Special
Events Center and behind Roy
Stewart Stadium.
•
The new Student Recreation
and Wellness Center will open
at the beginning of the spring
semester at the latest but could
operi at the close of this semester. Vice President of Student
Affairs Don Robertson said.
While you're likely familiar
with the Wellness Center plans,
you may not know about all the
other improvements to campus
that are in store or have been
implemented this semester.
The improvements can be
attributed to a need for continually increasing student retention, bettering campus life and
a host of other reasons. Whatever the main motive, students

should be rejoicing over all the
upgrades.
The improvements include,
but are not limited to: converting the fitness center in Hart
College to a coffee shop, adding
intramural fields, more parking,
common meeting spaces and
new furniture in the Curris
Center, the new mini-convenience store, an amphitheater
by Alexander Hall, changes in
the Stables and, of course, the
Waterfield Library renovations.
With Murray State smack in
the middle of a locality that
sometimes struggles to be
called a · college town, it is
refreshing to see the University
working diligently to create an
atmosphere in which student's
desire to live, work and socialize.
One of the biggest setbacks of
the Murray community is the
lack of locales for nonscholastic student interaction. You can
only go to Log Cabin, Wal-Mart
or the Keg so many times
before it becomes tiresome.

The addition of a coffee shop
will not only provide a relaxed
atmosphere for students to
study, but also a quaint place
for socialization right on campus.
The Stables is also in the
process of being converted into
a sports bar-like eatery, with
tentative plans to purchase
cable packages such as the NFL
Sunday Ticket, allowing students to watch games they
wouldn't ordinarily get to see
on basic campus television.
This will be a great 'place to go
hang out with the guys (or the
girls), catch games and enjoy
pub-fare like wings and nachos.
By far, the best part of all the
improvements is they are or
will be on campus - fun places
to hang out and easy to access
for all students, even those
without vehicles.
Once all these upgrades are
implemented, the University
will no longer have to worry
about students running for
home at noon on Fridays.

•Your C)piniotl

senior, Boaz

Janna Tanncr/Fhe News
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"The Murray State News" strives to be the
University community's source for Information.
Our goal is to present that Information in a
fair and unbiased manner and also provide a
free and open forum for expression and
debate.
"The Murray State News• offers a hands-on
learning environment for those students Interested In journalism or other fields relating to
the production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from censorship and advance approval of copy; and, its
editors should be tree to develop their own editorial and news policies.
"The Murray State News• is prepared and
ed1ted by students and Is an offiCial publication
of Murray State University. The first copy ,o f
"The Murray State News• is free. Additional
copies are ava,lable for 25 cents at 111 Wil·
son Hall.

Friend offers defense
of columnist's ethics
To the Editor:

ley is one of the most mature,
ethical and downright honest
young sportsmen I have met.
A review of his past columns
will easily verify he is an ethical
and responsible hunting and outdoor enthusiast. Yet, in his youth
and bored desperation of being
stuck in New York City, he defiantly jumps a fence and is characterized as a "redneck" and
branded unethical. If this is the
only act of civil disobedience
committed by a student jourpalist in New York City this year,
we should consider ourselves
lucky. Whiteman's criticism
seems over the top and grossly
unfair to this young man who
consistently writes insightful,
principled articles about the culture and craft of hunting.
In short, I'm not defending his
actions but his integrity as a journalist and sportsman. The best
predictor of one's future behavior, integrity and morality is their
past pattern of behavior - in this
regard Brantley is unmatched.
I think most reading this letter
would appreciate being judged
on their past behavior and not
stereotyped as the result of one
tongue-in-cheek article involving
a brief lapse in judgment.

Impact study for the University. entrances to Faculty Hall came
The study estimates that Murray from fellow students. Student
State students are spending more complaints on this topic are a
than $71 million in Calloway matter of record (see various
County, and the city now issues of "The Murray State
requires an additional $28.64 for News" from 2003-04).
Additionally, the Student Govparking stickers from student
ernment Association requested
workers with wheels.
"Fat cat" students, many earn- something be done in front of
ing in upwards of $5.25 an hour Faculty Hall to accommodate
while taking at least six credit nonsmokers and prevent them
hours, are obviously not con- from having to inhale secondtributing their fair share to the hand smoke as they walk the
sidewalks in front of the buildcity of Murray.
For local politicians, I suggest ing.
While some states actually foradditional charges they might
consider: a city of Murray resi- bid smoking within a specified
dence tax, a city of Murray non- perimeter around state buildresident tax, student backpack ings, a more "smoker friendly" .
fees, a commuter tax, city pizza solution was devised to address
tax, city and county wage tax, all student needs. The solution
sidewalk taxes, student privilege provides designated seating
tax, payroll expense tax and a cell areas located only a few steps
away from the front entrances,
phone usage fee.
but situated in such a way that
Welcome back, students.
smoke does not linger along
sidewalks and at doors.
Barbara Frame
Ori a campus that values both
Murray
student opinion and comfort,
this was the most reasonable
Smoking restrictions compromise we could devise to
address all student concerns.
benefit all students

Howard Whiteman called into
question Will Brantley's hunter
ethics in last week's editorial
page and suggested he was perpetuating a "redneck" stereotype
when Brantley fished in a public
pond in Central Park while completing his second journalism
internship in New York City.
While I cannot defend jumping
a fence to fish, I can defend
Brantley's ethics as an outdoorsman and how seriously he takes
his role as a student journalist.
As a life-long hunter, I eagerly
read Brantley's column every
week. In an age where hunters
are at best misunderstood by
nonhunters, and at worst downright vilified by misguided
activists. I think Brantley's weekly column takes a degree of
courage and confidence seldom
seen in other young writers.
Impressed with the maturity of
his writing, his insight into the
hunter ethos, and his obvious
grasp of his role as the first outSandra Jordan
To the Editor:
door writer for "The Murray
Building Coordinator
State News", I contacted BrantI'm writing in response to
ley last fall and got to know this Mardis Dunham
Heidi
Taylor's commentary in
young man.
Associate Professor
the
Sept.
3 edition of "The MurWe duck and goose hunted Education Studies, Leadership
ray
State
News". Taylor stated
together several days last winter and Counseling
she
was
told someone comin Louisiana and I got to know
plained
about
the smell lingering
his understanding and commitinside
Faculty
Hall and suggestStickers
could
be
first
ment to the culture of outdoorsed
the
decision
to designate a
men and women.
of many new taxes
specific
smoking
area
in front of
In my opinion, based upon my
the
building
was
because
of the
experience and discussions with To the Editor:
smell.
Brantley about the future and
For the record, complaints
Last spring, retiring fmance
nature of hunting, combined with
about
smokers sitting along the
my 35 years of hunting and inter- professor Gilbert Mathis comlow
walls
in front of the
acting with other hunters, Brant- pleted the 2004 Economic
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Smoking rules about health, not stench
In My
Opinion

}UDY
LYLE
" ••THE SMF.LL
OF CIGAREITES
IS NOTTm.
PROm.EM.

IT IS Tile
SECOND-HAND
SMOKP.
PF.OPLE MUST

WAl.K THROUGH
OR SIT IN
1
AS SMOKERS
ENJOY THEIR
FREEDOM TO

UGHT UP."

I always debate whether
to get into a worn duel with
smokers. But the "In My
Opinion" piece last week
was just a little too much to
let go.
About the only thing I
could agree with in Heidi
Taylor's article was that
some folks do wear too
much perfume and, yes,
that can be offensive and
cause allergies to flare up
for some.
So, here is my opinion.
Yes, the smell does linger.
But the smell of cigarettes
is not the problem. It is the
secondhand smoke people
must walk through or sit in
as smokers enjoy their freedom to light up.
There are more than
4,000 chemicals in tobacco;
at least 50 of these are
known carcinogenics. As
the smoker inhales only
about 15 percent of the
smoke, where do you think
the rest of the smoke is
going? (Thank you, by the
way, for being a polite
smoker and not smoking in
your University housing.)
Granted. in · the "great
outdoors" the smoke is
diluted somewhat, but have

you seen the cloud pro- tion that allows urination the tobacco addiction. It
duced by a group of smok- and a section that does not. will not be easy - but the
ers sitting outside Faculty No one would enjoy swim- outcome from stopping a
Hall and other buildings? ming in that pool, just as no tobacco habit is worth the
Put the smoke in an one enjoys being in an area effort.
enclosed space, like a where there is smoking.
Within 20 minutes of
restaurant, and the cloud
So far, all I have dis- your last cigarette, your
becomes really dense.
cussed is the effect on the body starts to heal itself.
Each year, 53,000 Ameri- nonsmoker. How about And those around you will
cans die because of expo- you, the smoker? Have you support your decision,
sure to secondhand smoke. thought about what your even when you are in the
Of the 53,000 who die, addiction is doing to you? throws of crankiness from
37,000 die of heart disease, And yes, I did say addiction nicotine deprivation.
For more information on
4,000 die of lung cancer - did you know nicotine is
and 12,000 die of other can- as addictive as heroin?
tobacco cessation, contact
cers resulting from expoTobacco use lowers the Health Services at 762sure to secondhand smoke. body's defense against 3809. We will be happy to
Women who live with a infection and trauma. It work with you.
And to those of you who
smoker have a 91 percent causes a faster heart rate,
greater risk of heart dis- higher blood pressure, nar- are perfume wearers - think
ease. Children whose par- rowing of the blood vessels about leaving it off during
ents smoke can inhale the in the arms and legs and the daylight hours and minequivalent of 102 packs of colder bands and feet.
imizing it in the evening.
cigarettes by the time they
The carbon monoxide
Smokers, while you are
are 5 years old. Secondhand from the cigarette smoke walking the few extra feet
smoke causes 30 times as blocks oxygen from getting to get to the smoking areas,
many lung cancer cases as into the blood stream. It think about the fact that the
all other types of air pollu- starves all of the tissues of exercise is one good thing
tion combined.
the body, causing reactions you are doing for yourself.
As long as there are like fatigue and shortness
smokers in areas where of breath.
nonsmokers sit or walk,
I imagine many smokers
their smoke will increas- are aware of the statistics.
ingly bother the nonsmok- So do you want to do someJudy Lyle is a health educaers. This dilemma can be thing to reduce your risk?
There
are
many tor and staff nurse with
compared to a hypothetical
swimming pool with a sec- resources to help you kick Health Services.
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Campus Activities Board serves students
Kanye West concert reflects interests of student body
In My
Opinion

SUSAN
GREEN F.

"HIS LYRICS
SPEAK TO
THE TRUTH

AND
REALITY
OF I.IFE,
WITHOUT
SUGARCOATING..."

As Concert Chair for the
University, I would like to
invite everyone to the
upcoming Kanye West concert on Sept. 20.
West is a dynamic hiphop/ rap artist emerging
onto the music scene with
his own style.
His lyrics speak to the
truth and reality of life,
without sugar-coating the
unpleasant aspects. West's
style reflects the culture be
grew up in and presents an
honest and real depiction
of his impression of what
the larger society bas to
offer. West is touring with
Usher across the country,
where the shows are selling
out.
West's career thus far has
included his beginnings as
a producer for big-name
artists such as Ludacris,
Alicia Keys, Talib Kweli
and Jay-Z, to a near-fatal
car accident in 2002 that
came close to ending his
career. His jaw was broken
in three places, and it had

Straight
from
the
horse~

mouth...

to be wired shut to heal.
While most would have
considered this a careerending tragedy, West
instead turned it into the
inspiration for his song
"Through the Wire", which
he recorded with his jaw
still wired.
The Campus Activities
Board, in conjunction with
the Student Government
Association, is in place to
program events the student
body will enjoy and benefit
from . In terms of concerts.
it is CAB's responsibility to
bring shows to campus that
reflect the interest of the
student body.
This is done through
polling students and taking
advantage of those artists
available for tour dates. In
addition, there is always
the limitation of money
when we consider bringing
an artist to campus.
There are many artists
that the student body
would like to see here at
Murray State, but because

Latrines still talk
at collegiate level
ln middJe and high school,
bathroom stalls were inked
with names, who we loved,
who we hated or any colorful phrase someone thought
deserved to be delivered to
the restroom-using public.
One would think that with
age woUld come some level
of maturity andt in turn. the
~

of the cost of bringing them
to campus, it is not possible
for us to provide such
shows. It's tough to rope in
the big names to a small
campus, but we are steadily
gaining a reputation as a
respectable venue. The
main thing students should
do if they desire to see a
certain artist at Murray
State is to support the
shows that do come to
campus, which provides
additional money in our
budget for further programming.
They are also welcome to
get involved within CAB.
Applications for vacant
positions are available in
the SGA Office in the Curris Center.
We are always looking
for talent to bring to campus, and an area we are
looking to expand is the
showcasing of local talent.
There are many students
on campus that are musically gifted, and CAB wants
to begin to showcase the

dissolution of a desire to
write on bathroom stalls.
But one would be wrong.
In a recent survey conducted by "The Murray
State News" staff members
in several well-trafficked
buildings on campus, the
bathroom art found was
inspiring.
Of ill the bathrooms surveyed. the ratio of men's to
women'S restrooms with

talents our Universi~y
embodies. If anyone 1s
interested, please come by
the SGA Office on the first
floor of the Curris Center
and let us know yo~ are
interested.
Once again, come to the
Regional Special Events
Center on Sept. 20 and
enjoy our first concert of
the year. Tickets are available in the SGA Office for
$15 with a Racercard and
$20 for the general public.
Doors open at 6:30 p.m.,
and the show will start at
7:30 p.m. Tickets will be
available the day of the
show at the RSEC box
office as well. We look forward to a great show and
seeing the RSEC full!

Susan Greene, Campus
Activities Board Concert
Chair, is a junior ·social
work major from Collierville, Tenn.

graffiti was not surprising,
and could be estbnated at
roughly four to one, with
four female stalls graffitled
to every one male st:ill.
Some of the findings were
simply too good to keep to
ourselv~

•First floor women's in Wilson, on a women's health
sticker underneath the
words ""You are what you
eat," someone has written.
1-

Sisters need
to start doing it
for themselves
I had a run-in with a male of the
species the other night while carrying
a hamper full of hot laundry, fresh
from the dryer.
Atop the pile as I squeezed by him, I
realized after the fact, was my
brassiere, spread out (cups up) picturesquely, as though waiting for its
Victoria's Secret close-up. As I .walked
away from the scene of the crime, I
felt myself flush,
momentarily mortified by the incident.
'
··.~,'
But then I had a .
·~ . ~
realization: What is
. ..'
the big deal?
It's a bra, ladies
.."':...
and gentlemen. All of
us owning mammary
glands must don one ~t ·
at some point, and
frankly, if you aren't
familiar with its the wall
form, function and Elizabeth
necessity, you are a
Caweln
bit behind the pack.
Why should I be embarrassed my
bra was the proverbial cherry on my
laundry ice cream sundae- bright pink
and frilly for all the world to sec?
Underwear is a fact of life. For that
matter, so is laundry. Occasionally
females do things with bras other than
wear them, like wash them or take
them off and leave them sitting on
furniture. Sometimes I wash them by
hand and hang them on my tower fan.
There are other innately feminine
items and acts that cause us this dismay, as well. I would wager the majority of female readers of this column
have what I will call a "tampon story".
Whether it's the time you made a beeline for the female cashier with your
econosize box of super's to avoid the
certain social death of having a male
scan your items or the time you
dropped a tampon in the middle of a
crowded hallway.
Tampons, panties, bras - all on the
list of things "ladies" don't talk about.
Why are we, as females, so afraid of
our sexual shadows? A great many of
us spend exorbitant amounts of time
masking any notion that we are in any
way sexual beings. We hide our bras,
make tampon buying a covert operation and certainly would never dream
of watching a film with even mildlysuggestive themes or. on the same
token, "enjoying ourselves" solo.
The truth of the matter is, females
(just like males) are intrinsically sexual creatures. Society and pop culture
have led us to accept that males masturbate anywhere between two and 17
times a day - save ho'w many ti mcs
they think about sex for another column entirely. Yet, if a female expresses similar tendencies, she morphs into
a veritable Hester Prynne before our
eyes, worthy of a scarlet letter atop
her breast and years of shame for suc h
deviant sexual behavior.
This trend is by no means the fault
of the male populace. It is often
thanks to the archaic child-rearing
principles true to the southern debutante tradition. Ladies are delicate
flowers, after all. We are particular
about the way we drink tea, sit in a
chair, cross our legs, laugh at a joke,
walk into a room, enter a vehicle and
converse with our peers in both
mixed and segregated company.
All these activities take place in a
manner most befitting a lady, so as not
to suggest anything about one's character. Mention anything in any way
off-color or sexual? I should think not.
Even let those thoughts cross your
mind? A true lady wouldn't.
Because apparently only floozies
think about sex, right? Wrong.
Ladies, get over it. Whatever your
mother taught you about being an
innocent flower is dated and ready to
be canned. I'm not suggesting we all
become as crude as Andrew Dice Clay
and spout off perverse sexual humor.
We have a bit more class than that.
even for floozies. All rm asking is that
we become more comfortable with
who we are - sexual beings.
Accept it, embrace it, talk about it.
You might actually have a good time.

,.

•

'·

'.

Elizabeth Cawein is the opinion editor
for "The Murray State News" and can
be contacted at ecawein@thenews.org.

"If you eat me,
become .me?'"
•Third floor women's in
Wilson, on the same stitker:
"Big is Beautiful, Girls!"
In the next stall over, on a
sticker about relationship
abuse, someone wrote
"I.:eave that looser!" to
which
another
writer
responded, "Learn how to
spellloserJ"
..First floor women's in

Blackburn, in response to
nothing in particular: "If
time is a waste of life and
life is a waste of time, then
let's all get wasted and have
the time of our lives."

Seen something humorous,
confusing or outraging on
campus? Let us know. Send
tips for "Straight· from the
horse,s
mouth•
to
ecawein@thenews.org.
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International student compares home to Murray

Hey!

Carrie Pond

You should know
the answer to
this question:
.Do you know why fonner
President Bill Clinton was
in the news til is week?
Clinton had quadruple
bypass surgery in New York.

What you thought:
"I have no idea."

John Claywell
junior from Marion, Ill.
''Was it because of his bypass
or his speech, or his book? I
don't really know."

Jonathan Gribbins
freshman from Louisville
"No, probably something to
do with Iraq."

Allison Armstrong
freshman ·from Louisville
~·He

had something about his
cholesterol being too high or
something."
Cory Sarries
sophomore from Louisville
"No, I cannot. Suggesting a
new policy. I really don't
know."

Jonathon Blackman
junior from Paducah
"He had some health problem, didn't he?"

Brandon Brady
junior from Franklin

Correct answers: 9
Wrong answers: 6
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guage," she said, "If they have a
good enough score (on the test),
Staff Writer
cpond@thenews.org
they go straight to Murray State.
Otherwise they go into the EngEven though she misses her lish as a Second Language profamily, Ming-Chin Hsieh, gradu- gram."
ate student from Taiwan, has
Short said the student will then
enjoyed studying at Murray State be sent an 1-20 form, which is a
for the past five years.
document that gives the student
Hsieh, who goes by Maddy in permission to come to the United
the United States, is working on States. They must take the 1-20 to
her graduate degree in Teachers their
country's
American
of English to Speakers of Other embassy and apply for a student
Languages. She graduated last visa.
December with a bachelor's
"After (the students receive
degree in advertising.
their visa), they just give us their
The aspect of Murray State flight info, and we pick them up
that most shocked Hsieh was the from the airport," she said.
size of the community.
Terry Stricter, Faculty Regent,
"It's very big here," she said, said international student num''Taiwan is three times smaller bers are down.
than Kentucky, so Murray
There are approximately 400
seemed very big to me even international students studying
though there's not much going on at the University.
here."
Hsieh said the things she missHsieh also said the transporta- es most about Taiwan are the
tion in Murray is vastly different. food and her family. Since the
"There is almost no transporta- trip to Taiwan takes about 24
tion here unless you have a car,'' hours, she usually visits once a
she said, ·•rm from a city where I year, during Winter Break.
can take many kinds of trans"The food here is very differportation anywhere else."
ent here," she said. "At home we
An aspect of American culture eat a lot of cooked vegetables, Ming-Chln Hsieh, graduate student from T aiwan, completes
Hsieh likes is the education sys- and rice is the main course. Here some of her work at the International Student Office.
tem.
the meat is the main dish. The
"It's better here," she said, "It's desserts (in America) are super how people react to events in Thanksgiving dinners where we
very different, but a good differ- sweet."
their lives, she said.
go to people's houses to learn
ent."
most
people
believe
that
''Here,
about
why they have ThanksgivDespite missing her family and
Hsieh said in Taiwan, students the Taiwanese food, Hsieh things happen for a reason, but at ing."
often go to school on Saturdays.
Hsieh said it is interesting to
enjoys living in the United States. home most people think that
"When I left, they were starting
happen
(by
chance)."
things
just
see
what people celebrate, since
"Here people are more individto give (students) every other ual," she said. "I have more freeShe said her favorite activity at they do not celebrate many reliSaturday off," she said.
dom to express my thoughts the University is Campus Out- gious holidays in Taiwan.
Hsieh decided to attend Mur- without people looking at me reach.
"We have special days for peoray State after her brother's weird. Back home, when some''I've seen many places and met ple we respect or days that are
friend and her sister attended.
one says something (and) a per- many people (through Campus important to us, like our indepenKara Short, English as a Second son has questions they usually Outreach)." she said. "I like their dence day," she said.
Language adviser, said students don't ask them. Americans are beliefs because they're not just
Hsieh has enjoyed her time in
for Americans, but for everyone." the United States.
often get involved with the lnsti- . always asking questions."
tute for International Studies
Through Campus Outreach,
"To see differences in myself
Hsieh enjoys studying at Murprogram, as Hsieh did, after hear- ray State because it has allowed she has traveled many places, and other. people Cis great}," she
ing ~bout it from friends.
her to compare the d ifferences in including Chicago, Panama City said. "They arc just differences.
Short said when a student herself and other people.
and Orlando, Fla., San Francisco and (they don't make us} strange
wants to study in America, he or
or weird. Americans may think
''(For instance), people in my and Brazil.
she must fi ll out an application country believe in evolution, but
f'The church I go to has pro· :Pm weird. or J may think that
and send their transcripts and here a lot of people believe the grams for international students Americans are weird, but we're
GPA to the program.
world was created by something so we can do things we don't get just different. We have many dif"Then they must take the Test or someone."
to at home," she said. "They have ferent values, concepts and ways
of English as a Foreign LanThat makes a big difference o n hayrides, boat riding trips and of doing things."
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· Women's Center program offers mentor opportunities
middle school. It's good for project each spring.
"Two years ago we
them to see us, because we
got through middle school, planned an Easter egg hunt,"
Etheridge said. "Last year
high school and college:•
Etheridge said after men- the girls loved animals, so
"We had no idea what the
Charissa Acree
level of interest would be," tors are selected, they spend we planned a pet therapy
Staff Writer
cacree@thenews.org
she said. "We had 120 plus the fall semester training program."
Lee said, in addition to the
women show up to fmd out and learning about current
College women have the about the program at our issues facing middle school service and mentoring,
opportunity to change the first interest meeting. We girls. The participants travel GROW promotes a "Take
lives of middle school girls couldn't believe it. Young to Calloway County Middle Your Little Sister to School
through a mentoring pro- college women are really School in the spring semes- Day", where each mentor
brings her "little sister" to a
gram sponsored by the interested in this kind of ter to begin mentoring.
Etheridge said middle University class.
Women's Center.
program."
While the girls visit, Lee
Jane Etheridge, counselor
Meredith Lee, junior from school participants do not
for the Women's Center, Glenview, Ill., said this is the attend the program because said University participants
said the program, Growing second year she has been they have been in trouble; plan activities, allowing
into Respected Outstanding involved with GROW. She they attend because they do them to experience college.
Etheridge said women can
Women, began three years was a mentor last year, but not have access to other
lose contact with the world
ago as an integrated project this year she will facilitate mentoring resources.
"They are girls who have outside the University durfor a student.
the program as its coordinashown potential when they ing their college yeats and
Etheridge said she and the tor.
student researched different .
"It is a very exciting pro- were in third or fourth grade GROW allows them to stay
programs around the coun- gram," Lee said. "We are and just lost their voice," involved.
"(This program) gave our
try and decided to model the able to relate to (middle Etheridge said.
program after one they at school girls) ... because we
Lee said the participants college women, who weren't
the University of Virginia.
know what it's like to be in plan a community service really involved in some-

College women teach, advise
local middle school girls

.
Brooke
Britton
"'\'"·•
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Don't be a victim. Don't become a statistic.
Walk with confidence. Learn the basics of
self-defense. Excellent class for young women.

NEW CLASS STARTING
Informational Meeting
Tuesday, September 14 at 7 p.m.
Instructor: Neil Thomas
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Racer Card

wv.-w.LocustGroveMurray.org
Email: RevJDElliot@hotmail.com
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*Shoes
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2nd Degree Black Belt
Sponsored by:
Locust Grove Baptist Church
1871 Locust Grove Rd. Murray
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change or an immediate
impact, you don't know
what seeds you've planted,"
Dunman said. "You never
know when something you
do will make a change in a
person's life later on."
Dunman said everyone
should volunteer at least
once in his or her lifetime.
"It's an honor to be able to
be a part of a program and
watch it become better and
more popular, and to know
that you are now a part of
something that is helping
people," Dunman said. "I
think that's the greatest
reward (of GROW), knowing that what you started is
going to continue, and that a
lot of lives are going t~ be
changed as a result."
An interest meeting for
GROW will be held at 4:30
p.m. Tuesday in the Curris
Center Theater.

Self- Defense Class

Registered
Dietician
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thing, (an opportunity) to
become
involved,"
Etheridge said. "Even those
(students) who were very
active were given new
friendships and bonds within a group."
Etheridge said most of the
materials required for
GROW are purchased by
the mentors or Etheridge .
herself as there is no specific funding. She said it will
continue as long as funding
can be found through various means. •
"These women feel like
they can make a difference,"
Etheridge said.
Katie Dunman. graduate
student from Louisville, was
the student coordinator for
the program last year. She
said the program gives participants the chance to
become stronger leaders.
"Even if you don't see a

TWTH
8:30 a.m. - 4 p.m.

............
Only 6 miles
fromMSU

Online News Writers

WANTED~
Apply today at
The Murray State News,

Room 11 of Wilson Hall!

Sunset Boulevard Music

972 Ches
Next to
TuesdayNoon -

O~K

Omicron Delta Kappa
The National Leade rship Honor Society

* * *

~

*

Selective membership is awarded to students with
Junior standing or above who rank in the upper 35% of
their academic school o r college and show leadership ·
in at least one of t he following five areas:

1-f Scholarship
"*Athletics

1:r Campus or Community Service, Social & Religious
Activities, and Campus Government

New &Used Compact Discs
Car Stereos to Fit Any Car & Any Budget

'{::( Creative & Performing Arts

i:.f Journalism, Speech, and the Mass Media

CUSTOM INSTALLATION
\

Murray First Christian Church
Disciples of Christ

· Welcomes MSU Students to
Experience & Share Christ Through
Love & Service.
Worship A ctivities
• Sunday School - 9 a.m.
• Sunday Morning Worship Service - 10:15 a.m.
• Wednesday Night Fellowship Meals - 5:45 p.m:

An informational meeting for potential candidates will
be Monday, Sept. 13 at 6 PM in the Curris Center Mississippi Room.
Recognize those who make a difference! Nominate
student leaders and advisors who help make Murray
State University a better place!
Online nomination form available under Faculty or
Student FYI on Racernet.

111 North 5th Street

Applications are available at Student Affairs, the SGA
· Office, Residential College front desks, or at
http://campus.murraystate.edu/orKJodk
Applications are due at Student Affairs by 4:30 PM
Thursday, Sept. 16

270-753-3824

E-mail odk@murraystat e .edu with any questions.

(first and third Wednesday of each month)
Located across from Murray City Hall.

www.fccmu
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Murray State leads public universities in graduation rates·
Advising, involvement
keep students motivated
Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor
mfdlcoyne@thenews.org

Once students make the
decision to attend Murray
State. officials work to keep
them enrolled in school and
push them toward a degree.
According to the Council
on Postsecondary Educa_tion, Murray State leads
Kentucky's state-supported
universities in the percentage increase of baccalaureate degrees conferred over
a six-year period.
University President F.
King Alexander said the
University's
graduation
rate is at 56.3 percent,
which is 13 percentage
points above the state average. He also said retent~on
from a student's freshman
to sophomore year is 75
percent.
"Where we really jump
up is from the sophomore

year through senior year,
and we're now in the upper
30th percentile of all public
universities in the United
States for graduation rates,"
Alexander said.
Expressing the graduation rate in percentiles.
Alexander ~aid, allows students to know where the
University stands when
compared to others across
the country.
When University officials
figure graduation rates.
they track a core group
from the year they enter
Murray State until six years
later. Gary Brockway,
provost and vice president
of Academic Affairs, said
this standard keeps the
University consistent when
expressing rates.
Brockway said encouraging students to return for
their sophomore year is
critical because that is the
year many students are lost.

He said Academic Affairs undeclared majors. The
and Student Affairs both academic advising center
work to increase gradua- for undeclared students is
tion and retention rates.
intended to help them
"There's no single factor decide on a major that fits
you can point to and say their interests, he said.
this is why graduation rates After choosing a major, stuare higher or lower," he dents are assigned a department adviser.
said.
With the usc of new
An important part of
higher retention rates is technology, the University
academic advising, 'Brock- is now able to require stuway said. Advisers help stu- dents to meet with their
dents' decide on a major and advisers before scheduling.
motivate them to fin ish Brockway said eventually
their education, he said.
students will meet with an
"What students, I think, adviser before they arc perh ave to really feel is that mitted to schedule.
the time and the money, the
"We do have students out
effort they put into their there who have left the Unicollege experience, is going versity. and that's all they
to benefit them in a more lack is six hours or nine
fulfilling, in a more produc- hours," Brockway said. "So
tive life," Brockway said. o ne of the efforts the Uni"What happens in some versity is undertaking is
systems is that students just contacting these students
get lost. They get lost in the and asking them why, but
shuffle, and they find out more importantly, w hat can
they don't have the correct we do to he lp them fi nish."
path, and they're taking
Brockway said his office
classes they don't need to is constantly reviewing the
be taking."
75 undergraduate programs
Brockway said between to ensure interest is still
700 and 800 students have present. He also said he

Open Sun • Thurs 1Oa.m. to 1Op.m.
Frl & Sat Drive Thru open till 11 p.m.
Accepting Visa/Mastercard and
Personal Checks
10% discount with MSU ID
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researches new programs students outside of the
that can be brought to the classroom," he said. "I think
University to spark new it really helps students feel
like they arc a big part of
student interest.
In coordination with Aca- the campus.''
Robertson said the Studemic Affairs, Student
Affairs also strives to dent Affairs Office strives
increase graduation rates.
to let students know what
Vice President of Student activities are available and
Aff::~irs Don Robertson said
may be of interest to them.
efforts to retain students He said research shows if
begin with Freshmen 'ori- students are involved on
entation and upperclass- campus, they are more likemen mentors. Students ly to stay in school and
receive toll-free numbers to graduate. .
call.
"Students need to realize
"A major part of retention that college is hard, but if it
is letting students know wasn't hard, everyone
where to go if they need would have a degree," he
assistance," Robertson said. said.
"The message we arc trying
University
officials
to send students is simply approach retention in a
gaining admission to col· hands-on manner, Robertlege is not enough. They son said, and he wants to
arc not fully reaping the sec the retention rates conbenefits of college until tinue to increase.
they graduate."
"We're not content,"
Robertson sa'id the... resi- Robertson said. "Although
dential college system is our graduation rates are
designed with the intent of better than other schools in
encouraging students to the nation and in the state,
stay in school.
we're not satisfied with
''It gives students the that. We want our rates to
chance to meet with other be higher."
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Curris Center Dance Lounge
More than 50 Programs
In 30 Countries
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Student 'sticks' to business, receives recognition
Mixture of tape, creativity leads to success
H eathe r Bryant
College Life editor
hbryant@thenews.org

While most college students· earn money by waiting tables or working as a
cashier, one Murray State
student is paying for his car
and rent by creating products from duct tape.
Keith Drone, senior from
Carmi, Ill., spends his spare
time fashioning tape objects ·
for his online business,
"Duct Tape Fashion".
Drone's interest in duct
tape began when he was a
high school senior. He wore
a roll of tape around his
wrist for quick repairs to
broken things around the
school. His principal said
Drone was not allowed to
wear the tape bracelet
because he thought Drone
was hiding drugs behind it.
Drone's friends protested
by wearing strips of duct
tape on all parts of their
bodies except their wrists,
he said.
"I had to explain to (the
principal), 'You said we
couldn't put duct tape
around our wrists so we put
it everywhere else,"' Drone
said.
He and the principal came
to an agreement after
approximately 100 students
were wearing duct tape to
school every day. After this
experience with duct tape,
his imagination went wild at
the notion of making extraordinary items out of the
ordinary substance of tape,
Drone said.
"I noticed the guitar players (at concerts) were using
duct tape to hold their guitar straps and stuff together," he said. "I went home
and made a guitar strap
completely out of duct
tape."
Drone said at first
his friends and family
thought he was crazy for
attempting to create a duct
tape business.
"Since (my business) has
went really well, my family
has no choice but to accept
it," he said. "It really didn't
surprise my friends because
I never really 'did anything
the normal way."
Drone has Tourette's
syndrome, a condition
that causes a person to
have
involuntary
body movements.
This condition
sometimes
poses
a
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problem when he is making
his duct tape products.
"If I twitch the wrong
way, the duct tape will stick
the wrong way and I have to
toss it out," he said.
Along with creating his
duct tape merchandise,
Drone also plays guitar and
has been a massage therapist.
"The fact (that) I can do
such detailed work. with my
hands is not something people would attribute to someone with Tourette's," he
said.
D rone gives credit for his
ability to do this tedious
work to God and says he
feels God has helped him
deal with his condition.
"I took myself (off medication) and put my faith in
God and now I'm doing better," he said.
Drone said he has been
featured in Time magazine
and on the CNN Web site
because of the biological
war scare, when people
were told to purchase gas
masks and tape the cracks
in windows and doors.
"Paul Harvey did a
(piece) on me and I was
actually 'The Rest of the
Story,"' he said.
He said another way he
received publicity was
through a television show,
"I've Got a Secret". ActOrs
and actresses on the show
had to guess Drone's secret.
which was he designs products made from 100 percent
duct tape.
One of Drone's products
was chosen to be in a lowbudget Canadian comedy
called, "Duct Tape Forever", on the "Red Green
Show'' that airs on PBS, he
said. His merchandise was
also included on columnist
Dave Barry's holiday gift
list.
"I had a duct tape car
once," Drone said.
With the help of friends,
he covered his entire car
with duct tape because the
paint was chipped.
"I drove it for years like
that and it became known
far and wide," he said.
"Word travels fast about a
duct tape car, and

•

photos by Janna Tanner/l11e News

Keith Drone, senior from Carmi, m., works on a messenger bag made entirely out of duct tape. Drone makes
his living from his business, 'Duct Tape Fashion', by creating handmade tape products. He works on custo mers' orders during his free time and has been perfecting his products since his senior year in high school.
there wasn't a single .cop
who wanted to be the one to
say, 'I pulled over a car covered in tape."'
Drone said the Manco
company produces the
"Duck" brand tape sold in
stores and the company
formed a contest for duct
tape cars after his received
publicity.
•
The type of tape Drone
uses and sells is a special
type found only in a foreign
location . He sold 14,000
rolls of tape to Nike and
said companies come to
him to purchase large quantities of tape because he can
tell what type they need.
''I'm one of the only people in the United States that
has access

to this type of tape,'' he said.
Drone ended up doing
about 500 to 600 orders last
month and jokingly said his
friends tell him he needs to
find a girlfriend.
Orders for his products
can be placed on his Web
site, www.ducttapefashion.com.
"The roses, the wallets
and the purses (are the
best-selling items)," he said.
"I've had cross-dressing
males purchase large quantities of purses."
Drone's favorite products
to make are the roses. He
said they are the most complex to make but they are
the neatest looking.

"My customers are usually really surprised when
they get (their product)," he
said. "They're like, 'this is
the coolest thing I've ever
seen."'
He said he has fun making
a living at his business
because people thought he
would never be able to do
it.
"It's fun seeing people's
responses and making my
own hours," he said.
Nick Burklow, senior
from Springfield, Ill., has
been Drone's friend since
he first began his duct tape
endeavor in high school. He
sometimes assists Drone
w hen a large order needs to
be completed and said the
product he enjoys the most
is called the "pocket pal".
"It keeps me from having
a huge wallet," said Burklow. "I've had it for a year
and a half."
He said Drone tries
to accommodate his
customers' wants and
needs by putting
surveys on his
W eb site
to see

what products they like or.
dislike.
Duct tape products are a
way students can stand out
and be unique without
being too unique, he said.
"(Students) don't have to
show other people they're
carrying a duct tape wallet,"
said Burklow.
These products are novelty items marketed especially toward college students and perhaps to thosefascinated by the many uses
of d uct tape, Burklow said.
Drone made a jacket last
semester out of neon-colored tape for Mardi Gras,
'
said Burklow.
"He wore it to class, and
because it was Mardi Gras
people were really receptive,'' he said.
Dr one intends to keep
working on new versions of
his existing products in his
spare time between classes
and while preparing his
customers' orders.
Said Drone: "I've always
been a shy person but I kind
of enjoy the spotlight once
in a while."

by Robert Duckett
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To see lvhat Robert Duckett's cartoon is ref ering to, go to thenelvs.org and click on the cartoon link.
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Hip-hop artist Kanye West to perform at Murray State
Elizabeth Fields
Contributing writer

•
Hip-hop artist Kanye West will be
perfonning at 7:30 p.m. Sept. 20 in
the Regional Special Events Center.

Hip-hop artist Kanye West is
putting on the first major concert
organized and scheduled by the
Student Government Association
and hosted by Murray State this
year.
"l am surprised Kanye West
would come to a rural area like
Murray, but I am excited because
he is one of the biggest upcoming
artists right now" said Erin Murphy. sophomore from Alpharetta,
Ga.
West will be joined by another
artist,
whose
identity
is
unknown. West is new in the hiphop world, but is hardly inexperienced. Previously, he was a producer and worked with artists

as well as controversial. songs attend the concert, but tickets ar{
are "Jesus Walks'! and "The Col- not being purchased by onl}
lege Dropout". Although they locals. Austin Peay State Univer·
have been scrutinized for their sity purchased 200 tickets to ser
content, both songs have been on its campus, and tickets hav{
played extensively on the radio been procured by Louisville resi·
and at clubs.
dents.
Tbe controversy does not
Tickets are still availablE
bother Katie Kemezys, sopho- through the SGA Office on th<
more from Fairview Heights. Ill. first floor of the Curris Center
She said she owns and likes his Surrset Boulevard in Murray anc
CD and is looking forward to the Unga Bunga in Paducah. The}
concert. .
can also be purchased over th{
"These concerts are put on by phone at 762-6951. Tickets are $1.!
the (SGA) and the Campus Activ- for Murray State students with ~
ities Board for the students of valid Racercard and $20 for th<
Murray State, and we want to do general public.
what the students are request"An Evening with Kanye West
ing," said Jeanie Morgan, coordi- and Special Guest" will begin at
nator of Student Activities.
7:30 p.m. Sept. 20 in the Regiona~
Morgan said, mostly college Special Events Center. Door!
and high school students will open at 6:30 p.m.

such as Jay-Z, Ludacris and Jamie
Foxx. His connections with them
helped him break into the performing world.
West said be will continue to
produce and perform. Many others artists have produced their
own work such as Stevie Wonder, Prince, Tyrone Davis and
Bobby Womac.
According to Roc-A-Fella
Records' Web site, his talent for
blending his personal experiences with a unique beat caught
the eye of producers.
His first widely-known songs
include "Through the Wire",
West's personal account of his
near-fatal car accident in October 2002, as well as "When It All
Falls Down" and "Slow Jams".
Two of his most well-known,

- - - - - - T h i s Week in Entertainment-----•Albums

•Box Office

•Songs

1. Live Like You Were

1. Hero

1. Goodies

Dying

2. Without a Paddle

Tim McGraw

. 2. Happy People/ U
Saved Me
R.Kclly

3.
Straight
Cashville

Outta

3. Anacondas: Bunt for
t he Blood Orcllid

Ciar a featuring
Pablo
2. Lean Back
Terror Squad

Petey

3. Sunsldne
Lil' Flip Featuring Lea

4.Paparazzi

Nelly featuring Jaheim

Mitch Alborn

3. Outfoxed :
Murdoch's

Rupert 3. White Hot

4. The Girl Next Door

S. Diplt Low
S. Kill Bill, Volume 1

C hristina Milian

•Web site

I. The Passion of the 1. The Da Vinci Code ,
Christ
Dan Brown
2. The Five People You
2. Kill Bill, Volume 2
Meet in Heaven

4. MyPlace

S. The Princess Diaries
2: Royal Engagement

Young Buck
4. Welcome Back
Mase
S. Nowl6
Various Artists

•Books

•

Sandra Brown
4. Skinny Dip
Carl Hiaasen
S. The Rule of Four
Ian Caldwell and Dustin
Thomason

murraytoUrlSm.org
This Web site has various
information about Murray, including links to the
menus of local restaurants. After reading the
series found in "The Murray State News" called
"Murray Munchies", visit
this Web site to see specific menu items and
prices for the restaurants.

Source: Associated Press

"I'm in Murray, now where do I got"
BUFFET HOURS:
11 a.m.- 2 p.m.

&

'fbe 'Wild cqspberry

4:30 p.m. - 9 p.m.
EVERY DAY!
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Purses -Watches with interdlangeabJe
bands - Bracelets
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MSU

MR. GATTI'S
804 Chestnut St.
Murray, KY

OfCOURSI

753-6656

With Coupon HOT ! FRESH! DELICIOUS! ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT! With Coupon

I.D.I-

$3.99

•••••••••••••••••••••

$3•99

-BUFFET-

• Pizza • Lots of Varieties • Dessert Pizza • Pastas • Lasagna • Checsesticks • Breadsticks • Salad

416 Main St. 753-0859
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IN MAY 2005?
(Not if you don't apply!)
The deadline for turning in undergraduate degree applications

TO THE FOllOWING M EN FOR
REcEIVING THE SIGMA
BAlANCED

PHI EPSnoN

MAN S CHOlARSHIP AWARD:

• for graduation in May 2005 is October 29, 2004.

STEPS TO FOLLOW IN APPLYING
FOR GRADUATION:

Scott Ashby

1) Complete a "request for undergraduate

packet" in the 1st floor lobby of Sparks Hall.
(It may also be found on the Registrar's Website.)

2) Pick up the degree packet two weeks from

the date of request. Bring a photo J.D.
3) Meet with your advisor to obtain signatures

.

and substitution forms, if necessary.
4) Pay the $20 degree fee in the cashier's

office (2nd floor of Sparks Hall.)
5) Return the completed packet, with

degree fee recei pt, to t he 1'eception desk in
the 1st floor lobby of Sparks Hall by the deadline.

Graduation meetings wi ll be held in the Curris Center

Jasper Wyatt

theater on the following dates. Graduation requirements,
degree checks, and conferral of degrees, as well as any
available information on commencement, wi ll be discussed

GOOD LUCK

during these meetings.

Wednesday, Sept. 15, 2004 10:30 a.m.
Thursday, Sept. 16, 2004
3:00p.m.
Friday, Sept. 17, 2004
4:00 p.m.
Questions may be a ddresse d by emailing:grgdugtjon@murraystgte.edu

With Your First Year at
Murray State
.._
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The Festival of Cha111pions

Racer Band hosts, performs at biggest on-campus event
H e ather Bryant
College Life Editor
hbryant@thenews.org

At the upcoming Festival of
Champions, Racer Band will be
able to show off its musical talent
and leadership abilities while giving thousands of high school
marching band students the
chance to compete against one
another.
.
The 28th annual Festival of
Champions will be hosted at
Murray State, with 15 to 24 high
school marching bands, a total
of approximately 2,000 students, competing said John
Fannin, director of Racer Band.
"It's a pretty big regional
event," he said. "It's one of the
biggest events on campus."
Judges for the competition are selected from
all over the country.
"Eight judges
basically evaluate
the performance,
playing, marching and overall
content
of
shows," Fannin
said. 'We try to
give (students)
an evaluation on
a national standard."
Fannin said there will
be 4,000 to 6,000 people in the stands at
Murray State on competition day, not including the band participants. He said band
members bring their
family and other supporters.
"Every band will have
a different program
from the best of the

Beatles to opera," he said. "It's all over
the road."
The Festival of Champions is the
highlight of the year for Racer Band,
Fannin said. Even though the Racer
Band enjoys performing at football
games, he said this competition provides it with a special audience to see
and hear its performance.
"(The Festival of Champions) is a
great recruitment for us," he said. "A
large portion of Racer Band marched
in the Festival of Champions (when
they were in high school)."
There are 212 members in this year's
•Racer Band and 5 to 7 percent of the
incoming freshmen class is in Racer
Band, said Fannin.
He said the contest follows the
schedule exactly, instructions give
specific times on when groups are
required to start and stop. These regulations are set by the Kentucky Music
Educators. High school marching
bands apply to compete in the Festival
of Champions on a first-come, firstserve basis, he said. The bands compete within their classes at a portion of
the event called the preliminary. The
competition is then narrowed down to
the top 10 bands and they compete
overall.
"I don't sleep a lot during these
weeks because we're so excited," Fannin said.
Lindsey Groves, senior from Marion,
ill., is one of the three drum majors for
Racer Band.

"I'm excited about all the different
high schools that will be here at Murray State and the experiences they will
have," she said.
She said she competed in the Festival of Champions competition when
she was a junior in high school, but
this was not the determining factor
that led her to attend Murray State and
join Racer Band.
"It did give me a more positive view
of Murray State. Whereas, before I
didn't even know where Murray State
was," she said.
Groves said Racer Band will perform
twice at the competition. The first performance, after the preliminary, will
include the pieces, "Roundabout",
"Shaft Theme song'' and "Hey Ya".
"That's when the most high school
students see us, because they will all
be there," she said.
Racer Band rehearsals are much
more intense before the Festival of
Champions than after, Groves said.
The marching band is well-run and all
members do their assigned job, she
said.
"It's fun to see the high school students excited about it. Everybody
who's here wants to be here,'' she said.
Groves said she is hoping for good
weather so the Festival of Champions
will be as enjoyable as possible.
"It's the Racer Band's day to shine
and it shows our leadership ability,"
she said. "It's the biggest day of the
band season.

photos courtesy of www.racerbJnd.com

Justin Bab b, freshman from Mayfield, prepares to practice hJs musical
abilities on the tu ba. Racer Band's memBership is tlle largest it has ever
been, with 212 members this year. The Festival of Champions, hosted by
Racer Band, will be Sept. 18. Racer Band will perform at 4 p.m. and 9 p.m.
with the award ceremony immediately following.

Racer Band makes an ' M' formation while performing at a pre-game show.
Thousands of people will fill the stands at the Festival of Champions to
watch Racer Band perform and to see high school bands compete.
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CUSTOMSCREEN PRINTING
&EMBROIDERY
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. ZAX Custom Screen Printing
is the ONLY LOCAL SCREEN PRINTER
that can LEGALLY print or embroider any
and all MSU logos.
For more information call
ZAX (270.759.4180) or
RICK FITTON @
THE LICENSING RESOURCE GROUP
(616.395.0676 ext. 103)
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ZAX has been your source for the Best Quality
Custom Screen printing &Embroidery Since 1993.
We look forward to serving Murray State University
and its Organizations this school year.

Email: ZAXTSHIRTS@YAHOO.COM

270.759.4180**1.800.879.7543
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Mr. Ed's Campus Grill serves students with diner-style
Eatery offers comfortable setting
for students, faculty
PhllUp Dishon
Staff writer
pdishon@thenewS.OI'J

Janna Tanner17he News

Mr. Ed prepares breakfast for customers in the kitchen of his restaurant, Mr. Ed's Campus Grill, located directly across from WUson Hall.
Mr. Ed said he has catered to college students since the first day he
opened his business.

More than 24 years ago,
"Mr. Ed" Hudgins started a
restaurant with the sole intent
of serving the students of
Murray State high quality and
affordable meals in a comfortable setting.
"(The restaurant) catered to
students -from the fllSt day,"
Mr. Ed said. "One hundred
percent of our business is
campus-oriented."
Since 1980, Mr. Ed's Campus
Grill has continued serving up
freshly-made food with a
friendly smile for students
and faculty on the go.
"When I moved up here I
decided to make it basically a
home-style coffee shop," said
Mr. Ed. "What we serve is a
good product." ·
Mr. Ed said his culinary
career began in his 30s when
he managed the Murray
McDonalds. Mr. Ed's experience in that restaurant chain
encouraged him to pursue his
own goals of opening a restaurant to be his own boss.
"If there's a problem. and
you make a mistake, there is
no one to blame but yourself,"
Mr. Ed said.
· When the Campus Grill
moved to its current location
in 1991, Mr. Ed was responsible for ft.xing the place up and
making it into his own.
"I just felt like I could get
more personal with (my
restaurant)," Mr. Ed said. "I'm

a jack of all trades, but a master of none."
Mr. Ed also deviated from
the commonplace methods of
other diner-styled fast-food
restaurants by using the freshest ingredients available.
'"I use the absolute best
quality products I am provided with," Mr. Ed said, noting
that every item on the menu is
prepared while you wait.
However, as popular as the
food is, the atmosphere of the
Campus Grill is also one of
the most appealing aspects of
the restaurant.
"We're pretty unique," said
Becky Carr, a manager at Mr.
Ed's. "A lot of people compare
us to 'Cheers' on television."
Carr said this is because Mr.
Ed's doesn't just focus on
well-made, low-priced food,
but also on maintaining a
friendly relationship with
everyone who walks through
the door.
"We're big with knowing
people's names and being customer friendly," Carr said.
"We get to know a lot of people's names."
"You serve the best you can
in the friendliest atmosphere
you can and keep it as clean as
you can,'' Mr. Ed said. "Everything I've ever heard has been
positive. I've never had anybody uilhappy."
Brandi Duncan, senior from
Greenville, said the Campus
Grill is perfectly suited for
college students.
"It is cheap and it tastes
good," Duncan said.
Duncan's roommate, Holly

Bradley, agreed Mr. Ed's is
great for Murray State.
"The food is really good and
it is really close to campus,"
Bradley, senior from Browder,
said.
For any students whom.
have not eaten at the Campus
Grill, Mr. Ed invites them to
try it.
"Try me one time,'' Mr. Ed
said. "If you don't like it, it
will be my surprise."
Mr. Ed's Campus Grill is
located at 200 North 15th
Street across from Wilson
Hall and is open from 7:30
a.m. to 3 p.m. Breakfast and
lunch specials are served
dally.
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Sports Editor: Nalhan Clinkentx.~d

Phone: 762-4481

Track coach
needs to run
from situation
I wish he could just leave.
I wish he could go somewhere that
has a men's cross country and track
team overflowing with scholarship
. athletes.
You see, no coach deserves to have
to recruit walk-on runners just to fill
a Division I team as his entire cross
country squad either graduates or
transfers, especially a coach as qualified and knowledgeable as Norbert
Elliott.
Elliott arrived in
~urray
three
years ago and
brought with him
a wealth of knowledge and love of
the sport of track
and field. Being a
runner for Elliott
in his first year as
head coach, I
knew there was
something special
about that man.
Nathan
I'm still trying
Clinkenbeard
to figure out how
Sports Editor
we landed this
guy.
The accolades range from Olympic
athlete to Olympic coach. In 1988,
Elliott went to the Seoul Olympics
and finished lOth in the triple jump a
year after he placed ninth at the
World Championships in Rome.
Elliott also competed in the 1992
Olympics.
In 1996, Elliott served as an assistant coach for the Bahamas at the
Atlanta Olympics. There, the
Bahamas 400-meter relay team finished with a silver medal performance.
Before coming to Murray State,
Elliott served as an assistant coach at
the University. of Georgia and
coached more than 30 All-Americans. Elliott was the coach behind
Georgia sprinter Debbie Ferguson,
who won the NCAA Championship
in both the 100- and 200-meter dashes.
Olympic athlete. Olympic coach.
NCAA coach of more than 30 AllAmericans, including five NCAA
champions. What does the man have
to do to get a full team with which to
compete and coach?
It's Like hiring Scotty Bowman to
coach our school's hockey team.
Being a track athlete and listening
to Elliott share his experience and
knowledge captivates you. The man
is dedicated not only to you as a
Murray State athlete, but as a person
as well.
Elliott has been desperately looking for runners to fill his men's cross
country team so the school doesn't
collect NCAA violations. The school
does not need it, and neither does a
coach with a spotless resume.
I'm joining the cross country team.
However, I might as well not wear a
blue and gold jersey because I won't
be running for Murray State. I'll be
out there running those 8 and lOk
courses for Elliott.
Next summer there will be plenty
of teams out there who deserve a
coach like Elliott.
It's a shame Murray State can't be
one of those teams.

Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports editor of"The Murray State News," email
him at nclinkenbeard@thenews.org.

photos by Nathan Clinkcnbeard/The News

University of Connecticut's sophomore running back Matt Lawrence (center) breaks free from a Racer defender as senior defensive back Onsha Whitaker (left) moves in for the tackle. The Racer defense helped the team go into halftime with a 14-14 tie.

Huskies too much in second half
succeeded in hanging with the
Division I team for the entire 30
nclinkenbeard@thenews.org
minutes as he went 5-of-8 for 78
yards.
It turns out there are more
UConn did not waste any time
important games than the one as they came out on the first
against the University of Con- drive of the game and marched
necticut.
down the field. Senior quarterThose were the sentiments of back Dan Orlovsky hit sophofootball Head Coach Joe Pannun· more running ·back Matt
zio after the Racers were defeat- Lawrence with a screen pass that
ed 52-14 Saturday by the Huskies went 34 yards for a UConn
at Rentschler Field in Storrs, touchdown to make it 7-0.
Conn.
Orlovsky has generated nationPannunzio made the decision al publicity as a preseason candiat halftime to take out his starting date for the O'Brien and Unitas
quarterback, junior Adam Fisher, trophies, which are major NCAA
after he sprained his right knee quarterback awards.
on a running play in the first
"Orlovsky is pretty dam good,"
quarter.
Pannunzio said. "He made plays
What made the decision so where we had them third-andtough for Pannunzio was the fact long, but he'd keep coming up
that the Racers had played Con- and making plays. He's probably
necticut to a tying score of 14-14 the best quarterback we'll face all
going into halftime. Fisher lob- year long."
bied to stay in the game, but Pan·
Murray State responded right
nunzio did not want to risk fur- away with a drive of its own that
ther injury to his starting quar- lasted just two minutes with
terback.
junior running back Nick Turner
"(Fisher) probably could have busting a three-yard touchdown
played, but this is a football team, run for a 7-7 tie.
not a one man show," Pannunzio
In the second quarter, the Racsaid. ''We have bigger games ers quickly responded again to a
coming up, and we just can't risk UConn touchdown as Turner
having him go down with a seri- took the Huskies kickoff and
ous injury."
returned it 94 yards for the
Fisher's sprained knee has not touchdown and another tie at 14·
caused major concern with the 14.
Racers' coaching staff, and PanThe Turner kickoff return
nunzio has no doubt Fisher will ended the scoring in the first-half
be practicing and ready to play in as both defenses held for the rest
two weeks. The team travels of the second quarter.
Sept. 18 to Terre Haute, Ind., to
It was not until the Racers
take on Indiana State.
lined up for its first possession in
In the first half of Saturday's the second half that fans learned
contest with the Huskies, Fisher of Fisher not returning to the
was part of the reason the Racers game.

Natha'n Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor

Without Fisher, the Racers
offense sputtered as the two
freshman backup quarterbacks,
Ryne Salyer and Geoffrey Nixon.
combined for just 13 yards on 2of-10 passing.
The defense could not contain
Orlovsky in the second half as he
threw for four touchdowns in the
third quarter alone, putting
UConn on top for good, 42-14.
Orlovsky finished his day with
five touchdowns and 382 yards
on 19-of-29 passing. The only dull
spots on the stat sheet for
Orlovsky were the interceptions
by Racer senior defensive backs
Laroni Gall ishaw and Onsha
Whitaker.

The Racers could not recover
from Fisher's injury, and it was
not long before all the air was
sucked out of the balloon.
Despite scoring both touchdowns for the Racers, Turner
said the whole team was impacted by the injury.
"(Fisher) is the one who leads
this team," Turner said. "When
he's in the game, the whole team
is in the game. Fisher going down
took a toll on us because we had
guys wondering what might go
wrong."
Pannunzio's decision could be
a blessing in disguise, but fans
now realize that without Fisher,
the offe'nse struggles to exist.

•

Sophomore running back Chad •Tank' Cook plows into Husky
sophomore free safety~.J. Estep. Cook and the running backs
w ere limited to just 76 yards on 39 carries by the Husky defense.

Racer quarterback guides team with more than just arm
BobHengge
Staff Writer
bhengge@thenews.org

Hall of Farner Joe Montana called it the hardest
job in the world.
Every position on the
football field is tough, but
other players rarely see
more pressure than the
quarterback.
The Racers' quarterback Adam Fisher, a
transfer from Coffeyville
(Kan.) Community College, has e mbraced his
role on the team. He has
taken on the type of leadership responsibility necessary to lead not only an

offense, but a team.
Before the season even
began, it was evident to
the incumbent players
that Fisher was not going
to sit back and allow
anothe r losing season.
"During the spring, we
had our ups and downs,"
said senior center Dustin
Hughes. "But we worked
through that and Adam
has done a great job in
taking a leadership role."
Coming into a new system and atmosphere has
not shaken Fisher, but has
given him the opportunity to immediately step-up
and show his leadership
skills. Fisher sees himself

as a natural leader.
"In high school, I
played safety and quarterback, and was actually
recruited to Coffeyville as
a safety," Fisher, junior
from Garden Plains, Kan.,
said. "When I moved to
quarterback, I did what
came naturally to me, and
that was to be vocal and
aggressive."
Head Coach Joe Pannunzio has been more
than impressed with Fisher's leadership.
"Since he's been here,
I've been real impressed
with his ability to lead the
offense," Pannunzio said.
"He took control of our

offense in the spring. He
likes to mix it up with the
defense, and I think our
offense responded to
that."
An opportunity to play
and compete right off the
bat was one reason Fisher
chose to come to Murray
State.
"I wanted to go to a
school where I had to
cam it," said Fisher. "I
didn't want anything
given to me, because you
earn the team's respect
when you go out and earn
it."
After being removed
during halftime of the 5214 Joss this past weekend

at UConn, because of a
strain on his medial cruci·
ate ligament (knee), Fisher's absence was strongly
felt as the offense went
stagnant in the second
half. Fisher's health is a
concern heading into the
Racer's next game Sept.l8
at Indiana State.
"As far as personal
goals are concerned, I
don't care about anything
but the team goals,'' said
Fisher. ''I learned after my
freshman year to be a
team player. My job is to
get the ball to the guys
who can make plays, and
we have a lot of them in
our offense."

The Sports Line•••
TV Events
Friday: ESPN @ 7 p.m.
College Football
Florida State at Miami
Saturday: CBS 5 @ 11 a.m.
USTA Tennis
U.S. Open, Men•s Semifinals

.

-

Titans at Dolphins

Murray State Events
Friday: Soccer @ 2:30 p.m.
Skyhawk Invitational
Murray State vs. Arkansas St.
Friday-Saturday: Volleyball
UAB Invitational
Birmingham, Ala.

Friday-Sunday: Women•s Tennis
University of Missouri Tourney
Columbia, Mo.
Sunday: Women•s Soccer @ noon
Skyhawk Invitational
Murray State vs. Louisiana-Monroe
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Racers set to avenge early exit in last year's OVC's
DanTepe

StaffWnter
dtepe@thenews.org

There are not many athletic
programs across the country that
can boast winning three consecutive conference championships
in any sport.
The Murray State women's
tennis team is one of the rare
exceptions.
Between 2000 and 2003 the
Racers won back-to-hack titles
and were favored to win a fourth
last season. However, the women
were upset by Tennessee-Martin
in the semifmals.
· ·
Four players named to the allOhio Valley Conference team
last season return and expectations are high, despite the graduation of two-time OVC player of
the year, Melissa Spencer.
"Melissa is a special player and
person," Head Coach and OVC
Coach of the Year Connie
Keasling said. "The players have
picked up the slack left so far, but
she can't be replaced."
Returning to the team are
seniors Jennifer Ward and Jaclyn
Leeper. Both players are expected to fill the void left by Spencer
and take over as l'eaders.
Michael Mclaurine/The News
"When Jennifer wins, we win,
and she is such an incredible Sopbo01ore Rachael Lask, fro01 Louisville, hits a forehand voltournament player," Keasling ley in practice Tuesday. The wo01en are looking to add a sixth
said. "Jaclyn is academically OVC championship when they open their season today.
sound, and she raises the bar for
other players."
ed to step up their level of play
"They did such an excellent job
Anna Lask and Rachael Lask, with the departure of Spencer. as freshmen," Keasling said.
who as freshmen last season As doubles partners, they fm- "They are really strong tournamade a large impact, are expect- ished 9-0 in OVC matches.
•
ment players."

One of the main focuses of the
team is not only to win a fourth
OVC title in five years, but to
compete in the NCAA tournament. In addition to being consecutive three-time OVC champions, the Racers also earned
three straight NCAA appearances.
"It's a completely different
level of competition," Ward said.
"There are stronger and deeper
teams there, but we have been
able to compete."
A fact that should not be lost
behind the team's tremendous
success on the court is the outstanding discipline they maintain
in the classroom.
Junior Tami McQueen, sophomore Christina Hall and Leeper
were all awarded the OVC Medal
of Honor last year for the highest
GPAs in the OVC.
The season begins today at the
University of Missouri Tournament in Columbia. Throughout
the we~kend, the Racers will
have matches with Drake, Illinois
State and Missouri.
"The players have worked hard
over the summer and it indicates
they're playing the best they
can,'' Keasling said. "They're
hungry and excited to compete in
the tournament at Missouri."
The team's first home match is
not until Feb. 9 against Memphis,
and as the season continues the
women hope to play as a team.
"It's important that we grow
together and help each other,"
Ward said. "I want to have a good
time and enjoy playing."

Teamwork emphasized for 'Successful men's tennis season
Stephanie Zeller

Contributing Writer
The Murray State
men's tennis team is
preparing for a new season with new players and
new motivation.
"I lost three of my top
players last year, so this
is a chance for our
younger players to step
up," said Head Coach Mel
Purcell.
Of the eight men on the
team, three are freshmen
or transfer players. Veteran members of the
team are not worried the
younger
group
will
threaten
the
team's
chances for a successful
year.
"We have a lot of good
younger players,'' said
sophomore
Clayton
Clark. "Now that I've
been on the team for a
year, I can act more like a
leader."
To prepare for the season, the Racers participated in Purcell's tennis
clinic, the Purcell Power
Mid-South Tennis camp.

The camp is a Summer
Youth Program founded
by Purcell's father. Bennie Purcell, for children
who enjoy playing tennis
and want to enhance
their knowledge of the
sport.
Now that classes are in
session, the team practices from 2:30 to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday
at the Bennie Purcell
Tennis Courts to prepare
for open tournaments.
"Our main season is the
spring," Purcell said. "In
fall, (we) mostly (play)
individual matches."
"The first half of the
season we play big teams,
like Louisville and Kentucky, which gets us
ready for conference,"
said Clark.
The team's goal is take
what it learns from the
"tougher" teams and win
the Ohio Valley Conference Championship.
Craig Jacobs, senior, is
looking forward to playing against Tennessee
Tech.
"Tennessee Tech is our

competition.
biggest
They've won the last two
years in a row," said
Jacobs.
Tennessee Tech took
home the men's team title
at the OVC tournament.
Last year, the men did
not do as well as they had
hoped at the OVC Tournament. Clark believes
teamwork will be a major
factor as to whether the
Racers have a successful
season.
"Last year was a setback. If we learn to play
more as a team then we
will be a better team,"
said Clark.
If the team wins the
OVC Championship this
year, the Racers will get
an automatic bid to the
NCAA National Team
Tournament.
"We have a lot of people who support us in the
western
Kentucky
region," said Purcell.
Fans can attend the
first home match, the
Murray Pro-Am, Oct. 8
and 9 at the Bennie Purcell Tennis Courts.

Wesley Deer/guest

Sopho01ore Jeff Lester prepares to return a volley
fro01 his practice partner Tuesday. The Racers
begin the season Sept. 24 in Athens, Ga.

Corner of 12th and Poplar next to Domino's

Paradise
Snow
1 Large for the price of small with MSU

ID

Ethics critical
for outdoorsmen
to defend sport

There is nothing more important to
an outdoorsman than the value of his
ethics. Let's face it, hunting and fishing are sports where, if the sportsman
wins, the animal dies. Even though
this has taken place between organisms for millions of years, it is often
looked upon with a less than favorable attitude.
I don't want to go into a tirade
defending the hunting and fishing culture. I'll simply say it has been my
experience that the fiercest opposition to the sport comes from those
most ignorant of it.
However,
it
doesn't do the
sport any good
when those who
love it most dearly,
and even choose to
make a living from
it, are seen as
being unethical.
An outdoor journalist, like myself,
should aim to be as
ethical as possible.
Criticism, for a
W'dl
writer.
is the
Brantley
teacher of all Outdoor columnist
teachers, and 1
appreciate every bit of criticism I get.
Criticism causes a writer to tailor his
work to what the readers want to read
and it makes him a smarter person
and a better writer.
When I wrote an article about hopping a fence to go fishing in New York
City, I didn't see much wrong with it.
When I was a boy in rural St. Charles,
I hopped many fences to go fishing.
My father and I knew most of the
farmers, and they didn't have a problem with me hopping their fences so
long as I cleaned up and didn't bend
the wire. I still fish many of those
same places today with no problems.
Things are not necessarily the same
in other parts of the world. When I
was in New York, watching bass hitting on the other side of a singlestrand piece of wire, I didn't think
much of stepping over it and trying to
catch them. When I was hollered at
by a policeman, I didn't think much of
it, because I didn't believe I was doing
anything wrong. I wasn't trespassing,
since I was fishing a public lake, but I
was violating a local ordinance.
Looking back on my behavior, I'm reminded of myself when I was a
young boy, climbing fences with my
Zebco 33. In both cases, the desire to
go fishing was strong enough to bring
out the "outlaw" in me. I should know
better now.
It is ironic because as I was thinking
about a letter to the editor written
about my ethics last week, a friend of
mine caught four trespassers on my
hunting property. I didn't call the
game warden, but it made me think.
Everyone makes mistakes. The best
thing to do is own up to them and
learn from them. When outdoorsmen
do this, they'll be better able to fight
the barrage of criticism often associated with their sport.

Will Brantley is the outdoor columnist
of "The Murray State News," e-mail
him at wbrantley@thenews.org.

Thank you MSU
Mahmoud Abdui·Fattah and his parents would like to
thank everybody who has helped him in his major,
radio-tv, and his minor, org com, Cindy Clemson,
Mrs. Loettasill and all the staff of SSLD and liS.
Finally, we would like to thank all the staff of
MSU for the help and support.
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Corner kick goal does in Valparaiso Cross country teams run at SIU,
'working to do best they can'

Brittany Renfro

Lovett said defense
and communication
was the focus of the
As the Murray State team.
"We put new peowomen's soccer team
took on Valparaiso ple in new places. We
last Sunday at Cutchin wanted to sec how it
Field, only one goal worked," Lovett said.
Valparaiso (3-3) had
stood between either
a Racer or Crusader five chances for the
victory.
corner kick, but FortiWith 11:32 remain- er deflected them all.
ing in the game, Mur- Both Fortier and
ray State freshman Struve played essen~
defender Sara Struve tiaJ roles in Sunday's
shot a corner kick and game.
scored as the ball
"Annie is an all-conrolled off Valparaiso ference caliber player,
goalkeeper Erin Mur- with three great years
ray's hand, putting the ahead, and Sara is a
Racers up 1-0.
rare freshman that can
"I was surprised and play and contribute,"
shocked my goal went Lovett said.
in since my focus was
The Crusaders comjust to keep the ball mitted 19 fouls, 12 in
inbounds,"
Struve the first half, while the
said.
Racers only turned
The victory was over nine.
sweet as the CruWith the Skyhawk
saders had beaten the Invitational approachRacers in every previ- ing, the women's socous match.
cer team is looking
Michael
Lovett, onward.
Murray State assistant
"This was the best
coach, is helping game of the season,"
coach the women's Lovett said. "We're
soccer team for his going into the tournathird season.
ment
at
Martin
"We felt relieved focused and positive
more than anything. It to pull off both wins."
was the monkey off
The team still has a
our back," he said.
long season ahead.
Offense was not all With matches against
the Racers had on the teams such as the UniCrusaders as sopho- versity of Louisville
more
goalkeeper and Southeast MisAnnie Fortier blocked souri State still to
eight shots, prevent- come, the Racers will
ing Valparaiso from be challenged.
scoring.
Junior
forward
Contributing Writer

Jenni Gregory

Contributing Writer

The cross country
meet may have been
tabbed the Saluki Fast
Start, but the Murray
State men and women
had trouble just getting
started.
Both the women and
men's cross country
teams have faced budget cuts this year. Neither have full teams, so
sprinters from the track
team are joining with
the cross country teams
in an attempt to fill the
rosters.
Junior
Megan
Rainville said the team
is doing· as much as it
can with the difficult
situation.
"With all the budget
cuts we have seen. we
are working to do the
best we can with what
Michael Mclaurine!The News
we have," Rainville
Freshman forward Kara CarWe attempts to
said. "We do not have
outrace Valparaiso's junior defender Emily · full teams, so sprinters
have been filling in to
King during the Racers' 1-o victory Sunday.
complete the missing
spots."
Mary Rybicki predict- 0 the past two years.
The Racers competed
ed the most formida- It's time for payback,"
in the Saluki Fast Start
ble opponents this Lovett said.
Cross Country Meet
Murray State will
season.
Friday at Southern Illi"The teams to watch take on Arkansas State
this season are Sam- at 2:30 p.m. today and · nois University in Carbondale, Ill. The meet
ford. Eastern Illinois Louisiana-Monroe at
was scored individually
and SEMO," Rybicki noon Sunday in Tenas the women ran a 4nessee Martin's Skysaid.
kilometer course.
Invitational.
Lovett agreed the hawk
The women were led
schedule will present The next home game
by junior Lindsey Neetough trials.
is at 4 p.m. Tuesday at
ley, who placed 15th fin"Louisville beat us 1- Cutchin Field.

ishing in 16 minutes,
35.39 seconds.
Rainville ran the
course in 16:58.69, placing 17th. Junior Trista
Curtis placed 20th at
25:02,
and
senior
Tiffany Cowan rounded
out the Racer squad fmishing 21st at 25:23.
Lindsay Zeiler of
Southeast
Missouri
State won the race with
a time of 14:42.27.
The women's team
will be chasing defending Ohio Valley Confer_ence champion Eastern
Kentucky.
Eastern edged Samford in 2003 to win
their 20th conference
crown in cross country.
Two points seperated
the two teams last year,
and they are expected
to do battle again.. in
2004.
On the men's side,
junior Anthony Coletti
placed 12th, running the
6-ltilometer course in
26 minutes, 3.1 seconds.
Sophomore sprinter
DeWayne Esson placed
just under Colotti at
13th, running the course
in 31:57.89. Joe Byrne of
SIU won the race, finishing in 19:42.27.
Esson is doing all he
can to help the team
compete.
"We have a long' year
ahead of us, and we arc
all working as hard as
we can to help the

team," Esson said.
Four-time defending
OVC champion Eastern
Illinois will look to add
a fifth consecutive title
to its collection.
The Panthers dominated the rest of the
competition at the OVC
Championship by placing four runners in the
top-10 individually.
Head Coach Norbert
Elliott believes this season will be a time of
improvement.
"Since we are just
coming off summer
break, many of the the
runners are not in their
best shape," Elliott said.
"Some of them have
been working summer
jobs to help pay expenses during the semester."
Elliott used the meet
at Southern Illinois to
see what he has and to
give the new runners an
opportunity to see what
the collegiate running
experience is like.
"This was our first
meet. Right now we are
just trying to get our
feet wet," Elliott said.
"We have several more
meets, and our focus is
to advance throughout
the season. We are
looking to get better."
The men and women's teams will compete
again Sept. 18 at the
Vanderbilt Commodore
Invitational
in
Nashville.

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE
Pole Bam 30x50x10' $5,995.00 includes

1.~;1inted rnct.1l. p!Jns, how-to·huild book,
slidef. • rre delive!)'. Ni!tionwtdc Pole
'Bam$ 1·9J7-55'Hl341

'Auction: 10a.m., ~Jtcmbcr 15 •Con<;truet•on t'< lllipment, tru<'ks, tra•ll•rs & tools
• 8401 Mead Springer Road, ~land, KY
• RMI •Al T~ Ky 1Rr7096 •1·
3~4·5904

•w.-.w rmiauctloos.oom

Government ~rplus- Gn)oll de,Jis 1•n sur·
plus and confiscated ncms. Easy and con-

I ree COl 1r.1ining. Pay only " pia• t.>ment
fre. NrJ contr.JCI!. to SJgrt E.tmmgs up to
$34,000 lifter tr.llning. Horne mghrly
ancVor \\1..'<,.~. (888J298-82n. 302-

.

.!98-6206

--

-----HEALTH

F.tmily tle,,lth Ctre w/ Pn~nptinn Plant
$&9.95/mo: Rest nt'IWmk, exl'ellent COVI$·
a~e. No lrmttations, includes dental,
mioo. ~Sting (.011(1 01<1 C'J!I WCS
I-800-288-'J.l14 ext.2J32 SL1rt-vp fee
rt'<.(Uired

HELP WANTED

CATOi ONE! Largemouth Uass. Utge

I uii.Jtme Jobs. Tra•n in power pl.ml O!}.i,
welding. mt'Chanics. Cn>...ll pay. M~ reloCate. HS Grads 17·34. Call M·f ~284·

to survive. Pl.~ee your order now!
8-10 .:$350, mimmum 30 for delivery.
(5021477-1175, 1877)1151-4291

Amerlc.l'~

Hottel Oppommity· Dollar

Slore. Own your oon store. Tumkey from
S45,900. Be open fll1' ChriWIMS. Dol·
larse~Vtces4 C'om 1-B00./329-2CJ 1:;
Log Home Auction. Nicholasville, KY

•Saturday, September 2$th. 26 new log
hornf.s ft.l<k.1ges otT•::n.'l.l. On~> nhsolute to
higheo.>t hklder! l.)(•liVCI)I with1n 1 year.
Package includes sub-floor. logs. windows, dooo, ra~. roofing. etc. Daniel
Boone I og I lorJie:;. 1-800-7fl>·9474.

Stop Paying Rem! 3 program> for 0%
<hwo. Payrrents sarre as tent. Call 866626-5363, 502·223-2533

EDUCATIONAL
Airline /lllcchanic- R.1pid trainin~ for .thigh
paying o:areer- AVIation M.ltnl•:r13n<.u.
FM Jliedicts ~ shortage, 1111J11CI.il
Aid- job placcrncn~ ass!$1a1'1(e. (888)349·
5387. AIM 6 location~.
Earn your degree- Olllinc from hon-e Bus•·
~s. Para~al, computer.;, networking
and ITlOfe. ranarKktl ,,id avail.lll!c, JOO
placen1c~1t asslsWrKc, .md wmpoters pro·
vided. Call frre (866)858·2121

Dn'VI.'r'J Fl.ul.lfd- <:6 your name on the
li$1. 10 drivmg positiOil!o open NOW!
t1oire ~. 60135, 2 yea ... n.ubed
eJCperience. Buddy Moore Trucking. 866704·1598

CIJ~s •A"

Drivers: MuSt be owner operJtor. No
touch freight. up 10 S0.8M1.00 mile. No
forced d•spalCh. Home weekends, older
trucks welcomed. T& T Dedic.11ed Camers. Inc.. Loulwille, KY 1-800-511.()()82

------

Dri...en.: 5 owner

CorJ'4l.l11}

or
~ needed for Cl<panded

t.KCOUnlS.

MUSt

r~tional gn:M'Ih

d

oper.110rs

"~leo\"'

&

Ex~

rull(l 2 yeaTS or 200,000

mile; of cxpericncP~ Rt'glonal Freight with
more home time and no weekends! Paid
\~ly. 1nA permits supplied' W taxe
p.1id and fuel surtha!J)! is reirrbul"5€d,
,1long with •fuel purdiase progmm fOI'
OWOO' ~~rs___?ll 1~558-'lS41

vmient. right irom your corrpner. Items
change d.1ily. Reglstl'l" free. www.ypo...
deals.c:omorC<JII (8001613-01%,
~

C:Dl·A On~: Mtnllrlltm 6 months OTR
•Team runs to we.~ ~o.lsl ~late model
equipmmt ·Great p.ty, ~&'li'nefil'.
Clll Sieve M>x Trucld~ Ask for MliCi. I·
1300-25)·5 I48

6289

Driver- 22 drivers neW...'ll now. C~ll')'
& 0/0's •A§tgll('d Tm• tor/ Trailcr ·w.dlk·

in Condos "$42,000 HI year!! 877·6875627.JDC I ogi~ic:s "licensed toSoccro.l"
COl..AJ 6 months OTR.

339-1383

Driwr· (OIIf>Oant Tr,msport. TeomlS and
Solos cned out our tlCW p.ly pl.m. klc
about our regtOnal runs. Owner operatOf'>,
experienced drivels, solos, learns and
gradlldtc !.!lkll.>n~. Call 1-888-MORE:.PAY
(l-888-6ft70:J729).

Heavy ec:tu•pmcnl operators needed!
learn 10 Clpffilte bulltlo.zer.;, badJlOe.S,
I'XGJIIC!tors in 4 WE't'ks! No I!Xp('fienre
1'1(-edi;d! Good p;~y & Bene{i!!.! 1-af,(,..
28().58.16

dleek5. riN year e;trnings up lo S35,000!
Te<tm ror1<:Cf~. 800·923-2778. Experienced drivel'5 and recent grads c.~ll 800-

lieallhc,uc- l.xaminers l"'l'ede<l r.~r mobile
msurancc e<amS.. 1ic.llthcare and ~
botomy experience required. flexible
hour.>, rrtrr; fax resume to Af'PS; .502-

.Secret Shopper. JlC('(k.'<l for More C~talua·
lions. Get paid to ~hop I•JCJI ~lore:., rPstau ·
rants & lheah'IS, Tr.~~ning provided, flexible hours, <mlil requin.d' fee required 1·
800-585-9024 Cl<t.. 6231
Ntt.onuon tvlachineryllleavy liaul DnYCr.>!!!
DcdicJted A~·uhurall Construction
equi~"t.."'f''t hau
! lop f>-1Y· lamdy 00111fits! -·3 yrs or 1 yr. flatbed pri.ferred.
IMCTr•mspnnauon. fl00.247-28&J ll2

OrNer. $900$1,100 \WI..>kly. l.oodcd &
[f11XY Miles piJkl short hauls, flexible rome

Iime. quanerly bon\151.'$, comprehensl\lll

llenl;'ltt p;K.kage. Ocdil.ttctl to Lxtdlence.
1"-.'VO!CI:IIO Diivtn. Require; Class-A CD!.,
EOE. C.1ll Smith Tr.!O!tplll1 at 1-888-C,O..
SMITH •JI' visit our \~~bite at IWM'..smithlrart!opun.cum

.\ti'fA'SM~~~!.!!.~PEAl's
O!'ner: RiCa Wyatl

September 18th Block Party
New Fall Clothes Outl1/2 Price Side-Walk

~:~~f~~~cr:fu
731-2778
Driver~:

U I· Region.•l run~ .w;ut,,ble for

company dilll'l'5 & oonor opcrJto,..tn the
rnidwcs!' & rortlv.>.lSl Also hiring OTR
Cornpany- ~· Solos· Teams. 1-8QO.
CFI ORIVL www.cfidriw.mm
lJri~ DcclatetJ.. $800+- per week, 32¢
prn Home l~ 2 weeks or sooner. Run
1.~ of IVIO. Prelo.xJed lra•ler.>. Minimum 1
ye.~r P.XJX'rtl'llCe. l.<'f11ral RcfngPr.tred.
800-727-51165

lrttroducmg.

tlc<~rtland's

1'.)-M!rS,

o.u ti-eroad, 35 ~Flat~

TRAVEL

CLASSIFIEDS RATES

OiERRY 6LOSSOM GOLF AND COUN·
TRY O.UB, Gcorgewwn Goli Dig('st
voted u~ best place; to p(,,y 20041 )01n us
for your OI'XI round'Outing. Specl.1l t\'\ernb!rihip allililable. 502·570-9849

Place your
message tn

MISC.

The M urray

t\1oney To Lend! Siding. ~~ patios,

Llle rncxJel c:or-Mrtion.1ls j ~ experit'flre. $2,000 sign on borv... Slilrt .34¢·.313¢
mile+ beoc.f~ Call (800~

roofs We need homcow~ to d~lay
our produ~ JS, f,tl>y ~lit wuh low month-

Ori-.us; OM1er Clperatoo- Tractors S153,
Straight tru<k~ $1.15, cargo v.ms $.75·.80,
Sign on incentive. C1ll Tri·State Expedited
800-320-5424.

SSCASHSS Cash now for structured settlements, .Jmuities, and tn)urancc payouts.

OriYerS Sl.lrt up 10 36 cprn, 37 cpm Ill 2
mos, new (>(luip, bffief~ lease-porch.
av.lil. 010'!> avg S1+ JX'I' mile; paid pbtes,
ft-es & d&ouniS. Class_.... & 3 J1lOS exp.
req. EO£ 1-877-452·5627

settlemer6.

C".o( Homt'lrrre? Comp.my OatbOO drivers
•$.35 All Mile; ·~ion.ll Ru~ •$25.00
131p pay •Home weekends •Healttv dentalr 4011<1 DIG RecoRnizing drM!rs needs
20+ yTS. 8Q0.506-9i21

IVIONEY-ME

Nero

Job? CRSTI No

el(~Jerience? No

Problem! No credit check. no ITlOI'llhJy
•pa)'ments. Immediate beneift paclatge.
Now huin~ in your arro. 1-877-443-8289
J<eRional Opportunities· OM1er Operators
dieT you rmlle s 150,000 1as1 yearr Our
Owner Operator5 dtd!! Are you makll'lg
$1.00 cpmt fuel surdwge? Our Owner
operdiOI"o,.rel! TheyarehOmeweddy. No
fon:ed dispatch. No N<w YQil( City. No
ho:ten deduc:uons!l No buD. C1ll 8QO.
832-0350 ext1010 www.•1dtransport.com
ine~ed tlri~ Home mast ~. f'l>terl>elt

Star Transport needs

GREEN
MILLS ProgrJml $.50/mile Comp.my
DovE-r~. S I 045/m•le Owner Opcr;l!ors

truck5, sh.1red tuition. Food and kxlg111g

Unpreccdcnt!.'fi .Unmatched.. Unmistakably the best pay In the indusuy11 1800-441-4953
www.heartiJndexpress.com

SI<uting pay up 10 37¢ a mlcl New E(fliprrect. New fuel bofu. High ~ tonghautr Rt>giorul. Class •A" COl, 1-ye.lr OTR
lltXl-745·9670, www.rontent.alx.com

pruvided

ly p.lyrnentS. 01111.000-251.{)8.4..2_

(800)794·7310 ).G. Wl·nlwonh ... J G.
Weni'MJI't h rrelr6 ca!>h now (()( ~111K.turcd
Ca~ for Mn1<1ured settlement! t\nnutty

pi!yrnents. It'~ your money! Get cMh now

Wfien you fX'Cd it mQSt! Oldest! Best in the
busi~. Sett!Gnent Purcha~ 1-8nrrt.-e 4-Room DIRCCTV ~~' include;
install.ltion. 4 mo. Cree programming
v.YNFL. Sunday TICket subscript!on. Over
205 ch.111n<·ls! LJfTlit(>tl time O«t!r. S&H,
rcs1~ appl~~~-208-4~ 17.

SULIJVAN'S

PAR 3 GOLF & SPORTS CENTER
Turn left at Skating Rink
from 641 N. &
go l miles

(270) 753-1152
PUBLIC WELCOME
18 Hole Executive
Par 3 Golf Course
Bent Grass Greens
Holes Ranging 110-200 yds
Weekduy Greens Fee - (9) $3.50, ( 18) $5.50
eekend Greens Fee- (9) $5.00, ( 18) $8.00
Electric Carts- (9) $3.5Q, (18) $7.00

BATI'ING
CAGES 50~

PER WORD!

WECOUWUSE
YOUR TALENT!
Now Accepting
Applications for
Business
Manager

1~55-4682

---

State News classifieds for

If interested stop by
'Ill Wilson Hall or
call 762-4478.

111 Wilson Hall

classifieds must be
paid before they run

lOB

The Murray State News

SPORTS

p
•

Nathan

Vanessa

Ryan

Clinkenbeard

Childers

c
k
s

Sports Editor

Editor in Chief

Grothe
Staff Writer

Dan
Tepe
Staff Writer

Season Record:

Season Record:

Season Record:

Season Record:

I

(0-0)

Indianapolis
Houston
Baltimore
Detroit
Buftalo
Washington
St. Louis
Oakland
Cincinnati
Seattle
'1cnnessee
San Francisco
Philadelphia
Minnesota
Kansas City
Green Hay

~1ltslc

Favorite Team:
Bengals

New England
llouston
Baltimore
Detroit

New England
Ilouston
Baltimore
Chicago

Butl~1lo

Bum11o
Washinf,rton
"St. Louis
Oakland
Cincinnat i
New Orleans

\Vt1shington
Arizona
()akland
Cincinnati
New Orleans
'tennessee
t\tlanta
NY Giants
Dallas
Kansas City

· n~nncssee

Atlanta
Philadelphia
Minnesota
Iknvcr
Can)lina

MORE

Right Prices.
Right Now:M

Authorized dealers of Alvarez,
Huss & Dalton, Lowden, Martin,
Parker, Yairi and more!
We also carry GEM KEYBOARDS!

f; 'T

(0-0)

Favorite Team:
Chiefs

New England
San J)iego
Baltimore
Chicago
Jacksonville
'llunpa Bay
St. Louis
Pittsburgh
Cincinnati
New Orle-ans
Miami
San Francisco
NY Giants
Dallas
lknvcr
Green Bay

thenews.org
5 T R £

(0-0)

(0-0)

Favorite Team:
Rams

Favorite Team:
Bengals

Indianapolis @_) New England
San Diego @J Iouston
Baltimore (ciJ Cleveland
Detroit ~a)Chicago
Jacksonville '@ Buffalo
' lampa Bay lalWashington
Arizona (c!) St. Louis
Oakland ((1 Pittshurgh
Cincinnati (a) NY Jets
Seattle (d) New Orleans
'IcnnessL'e (@ Miami
Atlanta @ San Francisco
NY Giants @ Philadelphia
l)aJias (u) Minnesota
Kansas City @ Denver
Green Bay @ Carolina

M~ltJ

Septemmberl0,2004

savings

Throughout
The Store I

see store For Details.

Please stop in
or visft us on the Web at
www.mainstreetguitars.cotn

(270) 759-0420
or mnstrtmsc@earthlink.net
I -------------------Hours: 10 a.m. · 5 p.m. (Mon. • Fri.)
& l 0 a.m. · 4 p.m. (Sat.}
Guitar Lessons At1atlable

AGED BONE·IN
WHOLE
BEEF STRIP

KROQIR IIIUt

__,,_

UIDACHOICI
(SOLD IN lAO ONLYI)

Cherokee Hills VIP Bar

. $

~

BONELESS, SKINLESS
CHICKEN BREASTS
AI Nalurlll • fcnly Pod!

99

Willi Card

II

DJ or Band Thursday-Saturday 1Opm-3am
THURSDAY: Ladies! Night

OR .IUICI

s.lactM Varlatiet
Plastic 1/2 Oallof'l
[_,;

KELLOGG'S
CEREAL

r.·:;•!io~

::..,

W1lh Clnl

II

lb

($1.00 cover charge ladies 21 and older)

FRIDAY l SATURDAY: Greek Weekend

• ~3.00 Pitchen
•$t.oo cover w/ Greek ID
ar
DJ and Karaoke Thurs·SdL dL '!:Ju~"~ from 10·11 pm
FREE APPETIZERS
Ctll.l

11Dm;.
0~

GROUND
ROUND

$

Family Padt

VI\\. I. II

99

KROGER
VEGETABLES

5

IIID IAIIOII 011 TOtiY'I ii'IDA
AIIDf1ICJ'iw ...ln • fRIMA{I •1I.,,tlg>

IUIOOIJI DILUO PaZA

,.....,._,,._CIII·Jia•'ill

IID-~4 TOMNTDtla l'aZA
PWf .._....,...,,_fi'M·I'·....

AJIOI'tecf ~ • Ft"Oaen
(16 Ollog)

DIQIOMO l'aZA

A..........,_ ."-iltlll ... l•'lll!

--·-- ....

u2 EMil

II/J••

Pti9'

FMICNITT&OII

IIIUCilDVDII'aZA

...,

HAPPY HOUR EVERY NIGHT

· Free Appetizers
· s1Daft, S1.50 Longnecks

(270) 436·5566

5miles from Paris Landing on Hwy. 119
15 miles south of Murray on 121

3 LB BAG
YELLOW ONIONS

BOSTON BUTT
PORK ROAST

WHOLE BONELESS
PORK LOIN

NABISCO OREO
COOKIES

BANQUET
DINNERS

MOIST & TINDER

MbtST & TINDIR

AtiOftM VarieiiH

AtiOftM Varieriea • froa.n

.99~ -- $119 • $1~ .2. $4 .s. ss
___
99
.2
.
$4
.~$12
•
(6.75 • 11

~ MINI
KROGER
CARROTS
(1.1ag)

... _

lb

__,

IUIOOIR HLUXI
ICECIU!AM

BIQK
¢ 24
PACKS

llollo.lloftC..
a.!l

SOfTDU«S

lOCh

(12 01 Cant)

IUIIOQIR NOYnnll
......... ~t(4 • Mdj

AJIOI'tecl Varieties • Frozen

.3 . $2

STOUFFER'S
RED BOX ENTREES

THOMPSON
SEEDLESS
GRAPES

(7.75. 21

0%

BU• I?

u~

tiMII

A great place to MEET,
A better place to EAT!

PAMPERS
JUMBO PACK
~--·aty-Upt
(21 • 56 d.-kg)

HERSHEY'S
CANDY BARS

Monday • Friday
7:3G-3:00

ORE·IDA
POTATOES

Selected YarleMs • , _
(24 • 32 oal'ltg)

Selected Varialias
10 ct '-It

KROGER OR

COUNTRY CLUB BUTTER
au.t.n

(111 1oa)

6PACK

SNfl'l, ....... Diet ...
Caffaine ,,.. (.5 lllar Ids)

-- $199

zoo N. 1Sth St.
Across from Wilson Ball

0& " ' ' '

-eo.~

•

'Welcome cBack!

(U • 11 oa .-kg)

•

-h
SECIIRC TOUCB & PAY snmDf

nil AD

EFRCTIVE &EPT

PAYROLL • GOVDlQBNT

MURIMV, ltV
WESTERNjjMONEY
UNION TRANSFER "

CHECK CASHING

DOUBLE
ManufactuNr'• •cent• OW'

eOUPONS
BVERY DAYI
(UI! STOAI! I"OA

